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2021-005220

COMMISSIONER VANESSA BAUGH

SYNOPSIS

Its alleged that Florida Governor Ron DESANTIS made contact with Schroeder-

Manatee Ranch Chief Executive Officer Rex JENSEN sometime in early February

of 2021 for the purpose of facilitating the distribution of3,000 doses of Covid-19

vaccine, which were above and beyond the normal allotment for Manatee County

at that time. Sometime afterward, JENSEN made contact with Vanessa BAUGH,

who is the Chair and District 5 representative of the Manatee County Board of

County Commissioners (BOCC). BAUGH then contacted Jacob SAUR, who is

the Director of Public Safety for Manatee County, in order to discuss the logistics

involved in the apportioningof the vaccines. At some point during these

discussions, it was determined that the vaccines would only be distributed to

residents of two zip codes within Manatee County, 34202 and 34211. These two

zip codes comprise the majorityofBAUGH district. It is additionally alleged

that, while planning this event, BAUGH provided SAUR with a list containing five
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names, addresses, telephone numbers, and dates of birthoffive people earmarked

to receive the vaccine apart from the lottery pool from where the remainder of

Manatee County citizens were to be selected. The names on the list were as

follows: Rex JENSEN, Lawrence JENSEN, Robert E. KEEHN III, Marie E.

KEEHN, and Vanessa BAUGH. The complainant, Michael BARFIELD, alleged

Commissioner BAUGH’ actions regarding this chain of events to be in violation

ofFlorida State Statutes. He specifically cited three distinct statutes which are as

follows: F.S.S. 112.313(6) — MisuseofPublic Position, F.S.S. 838.022 ~ Official

Misconduct, and F.S.S 839.26 — Misuse of Confidential Information.
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INVESTIGATION

On February 23, 2021, I was provided with a complaint from BARFIELD in

reference to the eventsof the previous week surrounding the distributionof 3,000

Covid-19 vaccines that had been sent to Manatee County by Governor DeSantis. I

was also informed by Major Todd Shear that Sheriff Wells had issued a mandate

for an investigation to be initiated into these events in order to determine ifany

criminal acts had occurred. BARFIELD, who is a paralegal from Sarasota County,

provided numerous e-mails from various county government officials containing

details relating to the planned distribution of the aforementioned vaccines.

Shortly after receiving the complaint, I contacted BARFIELD via telephone in

order to find out if he had any additional information to provide. He stated that he

had submitted several public records requests to Manatee County Government, and

he was awaiting the resultsofthose requests. He further stated he would furnish

me with any information that he would receive in the near future. The complaint

and supporting documentation were incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT

“A”
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On February 25, 2021 at approximately 1335 hours, I contacted Dr. Jennifer

BENCIE via telephone. Dr. BENCIE is the County Health Officer for the Florida

Department of Health in Manatee County. The purposeof the call was to glean

information regarding the plans and procedures surrounding the vaccination

poollottery within Manatee County. Dr. BENCIE stated that her office was

responsible for transmilting the vaccines from the Florida Department of Health to

the applicable county agencies and was not involved with the recipient level

distribution. Dr. BENCIE suggested that I make contact with the Manatee County

Director of Public Safety, Jacob SAUR, and he would be able to help me find the

information I was looking for regarding the vaccine pool/lottery.

On February 25, 2021 at approximately 1409 hours, I placed a call to SAUR's

office. was informed by his secretary that he was in a meeting and was not

available to talk. 1left a message with my cell phone number in order to facilitate

a retumn call. At approximately 1635 hours, SAUR returned my call. asked him

to provide me with any policies or written guidelines governing the Manatee

County Covid-19 vaccine pool/lottery. He stated he was not aware ofany written

policies. He further stated that the County Commission had voted to conduct a

lottery for the vaccine, and he was told to implement it. SAUR stated that initially,

potential candidates were entered onto a spreadsheet after having applied on the
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web portal. They were then randomized and picked from the spreadsheet. The

County's Information Technology (IT) Department eventually became involved

and automated the process. I asked how his department prevented one citizen from

being entered in the program multiple times, and he stated that IT and "311

personnel" routinely scan the database and deleted multiple entries as they were

found. Tasked SAUR to clarify the purpose of "311 personnel," and he informed

me that they were employees who monitor the Public Safety Hotline. T informed

SAUR that I would be contacting him in the near future for a formal interview, and

he seemed cooperative, stating he had nothing to hide.

On March 1,2021 at approximately 1615 hours, I attempted to make contact with

Rex JENSEN via telephone number 941-706-5639. The call was not answered,

and left a voicemail with my cell phone number requesting a return call.

JENSEN called back shortly thereafter, and we agreed to meet at his office located

at 14400 Covenant Way in Lakewood Ranch the following morning for an

interview.

On March 2, 2021 at approximately 0730 hours, I responded the main office of

Schroeder-Manatee Ranch Inc. at the aforementioned address and met with

JENSEN. Only JENSEN and I were present during the interview. The recorded
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interview was later reviewed and transcribed, and all items were incorporated into

the case file. (EXHIBIT “B”)

On March 2, 2021 at approximately 1609 hours, I placed a call to the cell phone of

Patrick NEAL at 941-586-8757. I connected with a voice mail identifying the

number as belonging to NEAL and left a message.

On March 3, 2021 at approximately 1351 hours,I placed a phone call with the

Manatee County Director of Public Safety, Jacob Saur, via his cell phone [Jl]

Iir order to schedule an interview. I connected with a voice mail and left

a message. A few minutes later, SAUR called me and agreed to meet as soon as

possible. 1 immediately responded to his office at the Manatee County Public

Safety Building located at 2101 47% Terrace East, Bradenton, Florida and met with

SAUR. Only SAUR and I were present during the interview. The recorded

interview was later reviewed and transcribed, and all items were incorporated into

the case file. (EXHIBIT “C”)

On March 3, 2021 at approximately 1610 hours,I placed a second call to the cell

phone of Patrick NEAL at 941-586-8757, having not received a return call from

the previous day’s message. I again left a voice mail requesting a return call. A
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few minutes later, I received a call from NEAL, and he agreed to meet with me and

participate in an interview. We scheduled a meeting for the following moming at

0830 hours at his office located at 5800 Lakewood Ranch Blvd., Sarasota, FL.

On March 4, 2021 at approximately 0824 hours, I responded to the offices of Neal

Communities at the aforementioned address and met with NEAL in order to

conduct an interview. Only NEAL and I were present during the interview. The

recorded interview was later reviewed and transcribed, and all items were

incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “D”)

On March 4, 2021 at approximately 1726 hours, I placed a call to the former

Manatee County Administrator, Cheri CORYEA at 941-713-3899 with the purpose

ofscheduling an interview. CORYEA agreed to meet for an interview the

following Tuesday, March 9, 2021 at 0900 hours at my office.

On March 8, 2021 at approximately 0903 hours, I received another call from

CORYEA. She stated that she had spoken with her attorney, and since she was

subject to a non-disclosure agreement with Manatee County Government, she

would not be able to participate in an interview without a subpoena. Later that
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afternoon, a subpoena was drafted and signed by Assistant State Attorney

Courtney Hollen, to be served at the agreed upon meeting time on March 9, 2021.

On March 8, 2021 at approximately 1004 hours, Manatee County Commissioner

(District 4) Misty SERVIA responded to the executive conference roomofthe

Manatee County Sheriff's Office, 600 301 Boulevard West, Suite # 202,

Bradenton, Florida for the purpose ofparticipating in an interview. Only SERVIA

and 1 were present during the interview. The recorded interview was later

reviewed and transcribed, and all items were incorporated into the case file.

(EXHIBIT “E”)

On March 9, 2021 at approximately 0922 hours, CORYEA responded to the Office

of Professional Standards located in the Operations Center of the Manatee County

Sheriff's Office, 600 301 Boulevard West, Suite # 202, Bradenton, Florida, in

order to participate in an interview regarding this investigation. Prior to the

interview, CORYEA was issued a signed subpoena to compel her cooperation.

Only CORYEA and I were present during the interview. The recorded interview

was later reviewed and transcribed, and all items were incorporated into the case

file. (EXHIBIT “F”)
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On March 9, 2021 at approximately 1205 hours, I contacted Jacob SAUR and

asked that he provide me with a copyofthe Governor's emergency executive order

regarding Florida Covid vaccinations. A few minutes later,I received an e-mail

from SAUR with the requested documents attached, and they were incorporated

into the case file. (EXHIBIT “G”)

On March 10, 2021 at approximately 0959 hours, T attempted to make contact with

the Executive Director of the Bradenton Area Convention and Visitors Bureau,

Elliott FALCIONE via his office number, 941-729-9177. T spoke with his

secretary and left a message requesting a return call. At approximately 1149 hours,

I received a return call from FALCIONE, and we agreed to meet at his office on

Monday, March 15, 2021 at approximately 1000 hours for the purposeof obtaining

his statement regarding this matter.

On March 10,2021 at approximately 1006 hours, I attempted to make contact via

e-mail with Michael HOTALING, who is a Senior Manager with the Manatee

County Government Information Technology Department. At 1445 hours,

HOTALING contacted me via telephone, and we agreed to meet Thursday, March

11,2021 at approximately 0900 hours at the Manatee County Sheriff's Office

District 3 for the purpose of obtaining his statement regarding this matter.
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On March 10, 2021 at approximately 1452 hours, I attempted to make contact with

Robert KEEHN via telephone number 513-312-1901. Twas connected with a

Voicemail service, and 1 left a message requesting a return call as soon as possible.

At approximately 1629 hours, Robert KEEHN returned my call, and I arranged to

meet with both he and his wife, Marie KEEHN at their residence located at 7055

Twin Hills Terrace, Lakewood Ranch, Florida the following morning at

approximately 1030 hours for the purpose of obtaining their statements regarding

this matter.

On March 11, 2021 at approximately 0906 hours, I responded to the Manatee

County Sheriff's Office District 3 located at 616 67" Street Circle East, Bradenton,

Florida, in order to meet with Michael HOTALING and obtain his statement. Only

HOTALING and I were present during the interview. The recorded interview was

later reviewed and transcribed, and all items were incorporated into the case file.

(EXHIBIT “H”)

On March 11,2021 at approximately 1019 hours, I responded to 7055 Twin Hills

Terrace, Lakewood Ranch, Florida, in order to obtain statements from Marie and

Robert KEEHN. Both persons were interviewed separately, and both interviews.
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were recorded and later reviewed and transcribed. All items were incorporated

into the case file. (EXHIBITS “I” and “J”)

On March 11, 2021 at approximately 1014 hours, I received an e-mail from

HOTALING. This e-mail included an attachment ofa previous e-mail that

HOTALING had sent to his supervisor Paul ALEXANDER on February 13, 2021

at approximately 1108 hours. In this e-mail, HOTALING tactfully expressed his

concern regarding the forthcoming pop-up vaccination event, specifically the

limiting of the candidate pool to two zip codes per an unnamed county

commissioner. This item was incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “K”)

On March 23, 2021 at approximately 0856 hours, I responded to the Bradenton

Area Convention Center located at 1 Haben Boulevard, Palmetto, Florida in order

to meet with the Director of the Bradenton Area Convention and Visitors Bureau,

Elliot FALCIONE and obtain his statement. Only FALCIONE and I were present

during the interview. The recorded interview was later reviewed andtranscribed,

and all items were incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “L”)

On March 23, 2021 at approximately 1226 hours, I attempted to make contact via

e-mail with Matthew ARRIAGA, who is an Applications and Development Team
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Leader with the Information Technology Department of the Manatee County

Government. Arriaga responded to my e-mail a short time later, and we agreed to

meet the following day.

On March 24, 2021 at approximately 1101 hours, Iresponded to the Manatee

County Central Library located at 1 Barcarrota Ave, Bradenton, Florida and met

with ARRIAGA in order to obtain his statement regarding this investigation. Only

ARRIAGA and I were present during the interview. The recorded interview was

later reviewed and transcribed, and all items were incorporated into the case file.

(EXHIBIT “M”)

On March 25, 2021 at approximately 0804 hours, I received an e-mail from

ARRIAGA. This e-mail included four attachments described as follows:

1- An e-mail dated February 14, 2021 at 1339 hours sentfrom ARRIAGA to

SAUR and HOTALING discussing the excel spreadsheet containing the

list of namesofvaccination candidates residing within the 34202 and

34211 zip codes prepared at the behest of Commissioner BAUGH.
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2- An e-mail notificationof a Zoom meeting organized by Andrea Goodman

with the subject listed as, “3000 Vaccinations,” and scheduled to take

place on February 13, 2021 at 1000 hours.

3- An E-mail dated February 14, 2021 at 1520 hours sentfrom SAUR to

HOTALING and ARRIAGA discussing the creation ofa newproduct to

accommodate theforthcoming event limited to the two zip codes in

question.

4- An e-mail dated February 12, 2021 at 0827 hours sentfrom SAUR to

ARRIAGA, HOTALING, and others in which SAR, acting on

Commissioner BAUGHs behalf; requested the creationof the product

limiting vaccination candidates to the two zip codes in question.

Additionally, a meeting was requested at a later date tofurther discuss

the issue.

All of these items were incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “N”)
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On March 26, 2021 at approximately 1313 hours, Commissioner James SATCHER

of the Manatee County Boardof County Commissioners responded to the Manatee

County Sheriff's Office Operations Center located at 600 301 Boulevard West,

Suite # 202, Bradenton, Florida in order to provide a statement regarding this

investigation. Only SATCHER and I were present during the interview. The

recorded interview was later reviewed and transcribed, and all items were

incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “0”)

On March 31, 2021 at approximately 0958 hours, I responded to the Manatee

County Administration Building located at 1112 Manatee Avenue West,

Bradenton, Florida, and met with Commissioner Carolyn WHITMORE in her

office in order to obtain her statement regarding this investigation. Only

WHITMORE and I were present during the interview. The recorded interview was

later reviewed and transcribed, and all items were incorporated into the case file.

(EXHIBIT “P”)

On March 31, 2021 at approximately 1100 hours, I attempted to make contact with

Adrian LUKIS, who is Governor Ron DESANTIS® Executive ChiefofStaff, via

his cell phone. I reached the voicemail and left a message identifying myself and

requested a return call.
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On April 1,2021 at approximately 0939 hours, I received a call from LUKIS in

response to my message. An appointment was made for the following Wednesday,

February 7,2021 in order for LUKIS to provide a statement regarding this

investigation. 1 also requested that LUKIS provide me with statistical information

regarding the percentage of population by county of those who had been

Vaccinated prior to the Premiere Sports Campus (PSC) pop-up event. He agreed to

acquire that information and send it to me via e-mail.

On April 5, 2021 at approximately 1426 hours, I responded to the Manatee County

Administration Building located at 1112 Manatee Avenue West, Bradenton,

Florida, in order to meet with Manatee County District Three Commissioner Kevin

VAN OSTENBRIDGE and obtain his statement regarding this investigation. Only

VAN OSTENBRIDGE and I were present during the interview. The recorded

interview was later reviewed and transcribed, and all items were incorporated into

the case file. (EXHIBIT “Q) It should be noted that, at the onset of the recorded

interview, [incorrectly referenced the date as April 6, 2021, when, in fact, it

occurred on April 5, 2021.
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On April 8, 2021 at approximately 1416 hours, Manatee County District Three

Commissioner, Reginald BELLAMY responded to the Manatee County Sheriffs

Office Operations Center located at 600 301 Boulevard West, Suite # 202,

Bradenton, Florida, in order to provide a statement regarding this investigation.

Only BELLAMY and I were present during the interview. The recorded interview

was later reviewed and transcribed, and all items were incorporated into the case

file. (EXHIBIT “R”)

On April 8, 2021 at approximately 1520 hours, I received a call from LUKIS. He

stated that he had obtained the information 1 had requested during our previous

conversation. 1 provided my e-mail address, and he agreed that the information

would be sent as soon as possible. He further stated that he would contact me in

the near future to reschedule an opportunity to provide a formal statement. At

approximately 1544 hours, I received an e-mail from LUKIS with an attachment.

‘The attachment included four separate documents. The first document contained a

historical summary of Covid Vaccination Pop-up (a.k.a. “POD") sites utilized

throughout the StateofFlorida with the objective to target areas saturated with

high senior populations and low vaccination rates. The document also lists thirty-

nine POD site events that were conducted by State agencies between December 30,

2020 and March 26, 2021. The PSC event at Lakewood Ranch is listed as the
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seventeenth event to occur chronologically. This document was incorporated into

the case file. (EXHIBIT “S”) The additional three documents contained snap-

shot data regarding Covid vaccination coverage in adults sixty-five yearsofage or

older for the following date ranges: February 9 through February 10,2021;

February 24 through February 25, 2021; and April 7 through April 8, 2021. On the

February 9 snapshot, Manatee and Charlotte Counties were tied for the third

lowest percentage of vaccinated seniors at twenty-two percent. On the February

24% snapshot, Manatee County had risen to the ight lowest at thirty-five percent

while Charlotte County remained the third lowest at thirty-three percent. By April

7%, Manatee County had risen to the twenty-third highest percentage of vaccinated

seniors at seventy-four percent while Charlotte County leapt to fourth highest at

eighty-two percent. It should also be noted that, according to these documents,

those residents that are age sixty-five or older constitute approximately twenty-

seven percent of Manatee County’s total population, which ranks Manatee County

as tied for the twelfth highest senior population by percentage out of the sixty-

seven Florida counties. Charlotte County is listed at the second highest senior

population by percentage in the state at forty percent. These documents were

incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “T”)
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On April 8, 2021 at approximately 1535 hours, I contacted the administrative

offices of the Manatee County BOCC in an attempt to speak with Commissioner

George KRUSE. Twas told he was not in the office, so I left a message with the

secretary requesting that he return my call as soon as possible. At approximately

1740 hours, I received a call from Commissioner KRUSE, and we agreed to meet

the following Wednesday, February 14, 2021 in order for him to provide a

statement.

On April 13,2021 at approximately 1732 hours, I contacted Robert KEEHN to

determine if he had been able to locate the e-mail that his wife had sent

Commissioner BAUGH in carly February regarding her dissatisfaction with the

vaccine registration process. During our telephone conversation, KEEHN stated

he had found the e-mail I had requested. He then forwarded the message to my e-

mail address while we were engaged on the phone. The e-mail in question, which

had originally been sent to BAUGH’s personal e-mail account at vandon@aol.com

on February 2, 2021 at 1418 hours, contained the following message:

Subject: Vaccine

Hi Vanessa,
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We registered thefirst minute ofthefirst day on Manatees ridiculous lottery

System. Someone registering tomorrow could literally go before us. We have talked

tofriends in other areasofFl. who got them with no problem at all. Actually rec'd

today a letterfrom my healthcare service in Ohio who told me to schedule now. My

daughters{sic] parents registered last Fri. In Ohio Andsic] have an appt. this

week. So many people we know are amazed at all the problems we are having even

getting an appointment or some indicationof when it might be. We are trying to

make our arrangements to get back to Ohio this Spring and can't even do that until

we know when we will get an appointment. Sarasota County and Manatee County

have really dropped the ball on this one. The random lottery system was never a

good idea, especially when you didn’t at least group them based on registration

date. To add insult to injury, we are not even a partof the Publix appointment

system. Sure hope you andyour other members are doing something about this.

Marie and Bob Keehn

During our phone conversation, KEEHN further stated that he believed they had

sent another identical e-mail to BAUGH's governmental account, but he was not

yet able to locate it. He added that he would forward that e-mail to me ifit was

found. The above message was incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “U”)
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KEEHN also askedif I had determined whether he and his wife were contacted to

schedule their vaccine appointments based upontheirpresence on the “VIP List,”

oriftheir names were legitimately chosen at random based upon their initial

registration. He also asked ifI had spoken with “Dylan,” who was the person who

had initially contacted them for the appointment. I assured him that I would find

out.

On April 14,2021 at approximately 1825 hours, I contacted Public Safety Director

SAUR and askedifhe recalled how the names on the “VIP List” were contacted.

He stated that once BAUGH had e-mailed the list to him, he gave it to Dylan, who

is the supervisorofthe call center. Dylan then called the names on the list and

scheduled their appointments.

On April 14, 2021 at approximately 0926 hours, I authored a subpoena requesting

information from Sprint Spectrum LP regarding subscriber information and call

detail records for the phone number 941-780-6467 between the dates of February

1,2021 and April 1, 2021. ASABuffsigned the subpoena, and I immediately

submitted it to Sprint via fax number 816-600-3111. This telephone number is

believed to be BAUGH’s personally subscribed number, however, itis listed as the
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contact number on her campaign website, hitps://wwiw.vanessabaugh.com/contact-

vanessa.

On April 14, 2021 at approximately 1252 hours, Manatee County Commissioner-

At-Large George KRUSE responded to the Office of Professional Standards

located within the Manatee County Sheriff's Office Operations Center, 600 301

Boulevard West, Suite # 202, Bradenton, Florida, in order to provide a statement

regarding this investigation. Only KRUSE and I were present during the

interview. The recorded interview was later reviewed and transcribed, and all

items were incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “V”)

On April 15, 2021 at approximately 1256 hours, I responded to the Manatee

County Public Safety Complex located at 2101 47° Terrace East, Bradenton,

Florida and met with Dylan BUOTTE in order to obtain his statement in reference

to this investigation. BUOTTE is the Temp Supervisor for the Manatee County

311 system, which is the mechanism that was used to facilitate the notification and

scheduling of the Covid-19 vaccination appointments. Only BUOTTE and I were

present during the interview. The recorded interview was later reviewed and

transcribed, and all items were incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “W”)

During the course of the interview, BUOTTE revealed that he had kept the original
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copy of the e-mail containing the so called “VIP List” that had been hand-delivered

to him by his supervisor, Andrea GOODMAN. This document contains the

original list that had been sent to Public Safety Director Jacob SAUR from

Commissioner BAUGH on February 15, 2021 at 0058 hours. The message was

then forwarded to Marcia BACON the same day at 0754 hours with the added

message from SAUR of, “For Wednesday.” At 0837 hours, BACON forwarded

the message to GOODMAN with the request, “Can we schedule them close

together on Wednesday?” BUOTTE purported to have received the physical paper

copy ofthe e-mail chain directly by hand from GOODMAN the same morning.

BUOTTE released the document to me, and it was incorporated into the case file.

(EXHIBIT “X”)

On April 15,2021 at approximately 1512 hours,I returned to the Manatee County

Public Safety Complex and met with Andrea GOODMAN in order to obtain her

statement in reference to this investigation. Only GOODMAN and I were present

during the interview. The recorded interview was later reviewed and transcribed,

and all items were incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “Y”)

On April 16, 2021 at approximately 1050 hours, 1 again returned to the Manatee

County Public Safety Complex and met with Marcia BACON in order to obtain
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her statement in reference to this investigation. BACON is the current supervisor

for the Manatee County 311 call center. Only BACON and I were present during

the interview. The recorded interview was later reviewed and transcribed, and all

items were incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “Z”)

On April 17, 2021 at approximately 1805 hours,I received an e-mail from Sprint

Subpoena Compliance regarding the subpoena I had electronically served three

days prior. The e-mail contained several attachments that fulfilled the requirement

for the information | had requested. The information contained in these documents

that proved relevant to this investigation included:

~The subscriberfor telephone number 941-780-6467 is listed as Donald

BAUGH. Open source and database searched confirm Donald BAUGH

to be the husband of Vanessa BAUGH.

- An outgoing call was placedfrom 941-780-6467 to 513-312-1901 on 2-

12-21 at 1658 hours. 513-312-1901 is listed as Robert KEEHN's

telephone number.
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- Another outgoing call was placedfrom 941-780-6467 to 513-515-6818

on 2-15-21 at 1158 hours. 513-515-6818 is listedasMarie KEEHN's

telephone number.

~ At 1205 hours on 2-15-21, 941-780-6467 received an incoming callfrom

513-515-6818.

~ A4¢2050 hours on 2-15-21 a call took place between 941-780-6467 and

513-515-6818, but the originofthe call was undetermined.

Upon examining the above listed documents, they were incorporated into the case

file. (EXHIBIT “AA”)

On April 19, 2021 at approximately 1337 hours, I responded to the Manatee

County Public Safety Complex and met with Emergency Medical Services Chief

James CRUTCHFIELD in order to obtain his statement in reference to this

investigation. Only CRUTCHFIELD and I were present during the interview. The

recorded interview was later reviewed and transcribed, and all items were

incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “BB”)
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On April 26, 2021 at approximately 1302 hours, I obtained a statement, via

telephone, from the Executive Officeof the Governorof the State of Florida Chief

of Staff, Adrian LUKIS. It should be noted that at the time of the PSC event,

LUKIS was employed as the Governor's Deputy Chiefof Staff, but he has since

been promoted to Chiefof Staff. Only LUKIS and I were present on the call, and

it was recorded with LUKIS® permission. The recorded interview was later

reviewed and transcribed, and all items were incorporated into the case file.

(EXHIBIT “CC”)

At this point in the investigation, I spent a significant amountof time reviewing

video recordings of various BOCC meetings germane to this investigation. The

following links correspond to specific video recordings ofpertinence:

- January 6, 2021, Manatee County BCC Special Meeting:

hitps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfkBSasuVzE&=5033s

(EXHIBIT “DD”)

- February 16, 2021, Manatee County BCC Work Session:

hitps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EK3LPfr] PXg&t=19602s

(EXHIBIT “EE”)
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- February 18, 2021, Manatee County BCC Work Session:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i68NEemdan8&t=1592s

(EXHIBIT “FF”)

On May 18, 2021 at approximately 1025 hours, I received an e-mail from Senior

Investigator KeithPowel|Ell itn tve Frorida Commission on Ethics. 1

immediately retumed his call, and he informed me that there had been

approximately eighteen ethics complaints filed against Commissioner BAUGH

regarding her involvement with the PSC vaccination event. Investigator Powell

also inquired as to the statusof the criminal investigation, and I replied that it was

most likely several weeks from completion. He stated that he had been tasked with

conducting an investigation regarding the potential ethics violations, but he would

wait to move forward until the conclusion of this criminal investigation. 1 agreed

to notify Tnvestigator Powell as soon as my investigation was brought to a

resolution and to forward him the entirety ofthe report and evidentiary exhibits.

On Friday, May 21,2021 at approximately 1402 hours,I responded to the Law

Offices of Grimes, Hawkins, Gladfelter, and Galvano located at 1023 Manatee

Avenue West, Bradenton, Florida in order to meet with Manatee County

Commissioner Vanessa BAUGH and obtain her statement in reference to this
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investigation. Only BAUGH and I were physically present in the room during the

interview. Also present via conference call was BAUGH’ attorney, George

Levesque. The recorded interview was later reviewed, transcribed, and

incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “GG”) Once the recording had

stopped and we were walking out of the office we had been occupying, BAUGH

reiterated something to me she had previously said during her interview. She

recommended that I speak with Governor DESANTIS’ Executive ChiefofStaff,

Courtney COPPOLA. COPPOLA worked in the Florida Departmentof Health at

the time of the PSC event, and BAUGH intimated that she had sought and received

approval from COPPOLA to resirict the registrant pool for the PSC event to the

two zip codes in question.

On Monday, May 24, 2021 at approximately 1417 hours, Tattempted to contact

Chiefof Staff Adrian LUKIS via text message asking that he call me in an attempt

to ultimately make contact with his subordinate, Courtney COPPOLA.

On Monday, May, 24, 2021 at approximately 1520 hours, I received an e-mail

from George Levesque via the address George.Levesque@gray-robinson.com.

‘The e-mail was confirmed to have come from BAUGHs attomey and contained

eleven separate attachments. Included within the attachments were individual e-
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mails in which BAUGH had communicated with other parties in reference to the

PSC vaccination event. Also included in the attachments was an Excel spreadsheet

titled, “MANATEE-VACCINEPOOL-34211-34202-INPOOL.” The spreadsheet

contained a list ofapproximately 7,284 names, including their designated guest and

zip code. The document also detailed whether the corresponding person was a

healthcare worker or over sixty-five years of age. The list of names is not in

alphabetical order. Vanessa BAUGH, Marie KEEHN, and Robert KEEHN 111 arc

all included in this spreadsheet. Neither Rex JENSEN nor Lawrence JENSEN are

included in this document. Allofthese items were later incorporated into the case

file. (EXHIBIT “HH”)

On May 26, 2021 at approximately 1657 hours, I placed a call to Adrian LUKIS

and left a voicemail requesting a return call. Approximately five minutes later,

LUKIS returned my call. 1 informed him of the statements made by BAUGH

during her interview and asked that he put me in touch with COPPOLA. He stated

that he would give my telephone number to COPPOLA and have her call me in the

near future.

On June 7, 2021 at approximately 1434 hours the same day, I received a call from

COPPOLA from phone number 830-830-0753, which she stated was her cell
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phone number. We had abrief discussion regarding the purpose of my attempt to

contact her, and she agreed to cooperate with the investigation. COPPOLA stated

she would reconnect with me a short time later to schedule a time for an interview.

On June 9, 2021 at approximately 1802 hours, I received a return call from

COPPOLA. During the conversation, we agreed to an appointment for a formal

interview to take place on Monday, June 14, 2021.

On June 14, 2021 at approximately 1546 hours, I made contact with COPPOLA at

850-830-0753 as per our previously scheduled appointment in order to obtain her

statement in reference to this investigation. Only COPPOLA and I were present on

the call during the interview, and it was recorded with her permission. The

recorded interview was later reviewed and transcribed, and all items were

incorporated into the case file. (EXHIBIT “II”)
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INTERVIEWS

REX JENSEN

CEO - SCHROEDER-MANATEE RANCH

‘The following is a synopsisof the digitally recorded interview which took place at

the offices ofSchroeder-Manatee Ranch located at 14400 Covenant Way,

Lakewood Ranch, Florida on March 2, 2021 at approximately 0737 hours:

JENSEN stated that, on Monday, February 8, 2021, he receiveda callfrom Pat

NEAL. Immediately upon answering, NEAL cut JENSENoffand put Governor

DESANTIS on thephone. The Governor stated that he was lookingfor ways to

increase penetrationof the Covid vaccine into the senior community with an

additional three thousand doses, and he was therefore lookingfor communities

with large percentagesofseniors. JENSEN informed the Governor that Lakewood

Ranch was inhabited with approximately fifteen thousand seniors, but he was

concerned with thegrief he would receivefrom the twelve thousand who would not
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be able to receive the vaccine. The Governor then asked JENSEN to recommend a

specific community, but he was again apprehensive to name a single neighborhood

due to the potential backlashfrom the remaining neighborhoods. JENSEN then

advised the Governor 0 go through someone with the county government to

Jacilitate the distributionof the vaccine. At this point, the Governor ended hispart

of the conversation and handed it over to his ChiefofStaff, Adrian (LUIS).

LUKIS stated they needed someone to schedule the appointments, and JENSEN

offered to connect him to someone with the county government who could run the

operation through the Health Department. At somepoint during the conversation

JENSEN was told that the Governor wanted the vaccines to be administered the

following Friday, February 12, 2021. JENSEN stated that it was not likely that the

operation would beput together that quickly and suggested that it takeplace the

subsequent Friday, February 19. It was at this point the conversation was ended.

JENSEN stated he then called Commissioner BAUGH. JENSEN emphasized that

the reason he called BAUGH was due to her position as Chairofthe County

Commission. JENSEN related the contentsofhis conversation with the Governor

and suggested the additional vaccinations be routed through the Health

Department, because they already had the list of names. BAUGH told JENSEN

that she would handle it. JENSEN stated he did not take part in any more

discussions with the State. It was his understanding that BAUGH worked with
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Courtney COPPOLA at the Health Department to procure Premiere Sports

Complex as the baseof operationsfor this vaccination event. JENSEN then

reasserted his rationalefor contacting BAUGH due to her status as Chairofthe

County Commission in an effort to avoid red tape. He stated his only involvement

was to “make the hand-off” to BAUGH. When asked about anyprior relationship

with Governor DESANTIS, JENSENstated he donated $2,000 to the Governor's

campaign in 2018 after the primary election. Prior to that, JENSEN was actually

a supporter ofAdam Putnamfor Governor and had no relationship with Governor

DESANTIS. JENSENstated he did not make any suggestions to BAUGH as to

which zip codes the vaccines would be disseminated therein, nor did he care. As to

the listoffive namesofpeople to be vaccinated that BAUGH had submitted,

JENSEN stated that BAUGH had asked himif he would like to receive the vaccine.

JENSEN stated that he had already been called by the county afew weeks prior to

receive the vaccine, but at the time, he had an active caseofCovid and could not

receive the shot. Therefore, he told BAUGH that he would like to receive the

vaccinefrom this lot. BAUGH also askedJENSEN ifthere was anyone else he

would like added to the list, and he stated that he would like hisfather to be added.

JENSEN was askedifBAUGH askedfor anything in returnforplacing his name

on the vaccine list, and he stated that she absolutely did not. Hefurther added that

he did not support BAUGH in theprevious election and reiterated that she asked
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for nothing, tangible or otherwise. As to Robert and Marie Keehn, which were the

additional two names on the aforementioned list, JENSEN stated he did not know

either person. He stated he has not spoken with the Governor since their initial

conversation, but he has had interactions with BAUGH in regard to the press

coverage surrounding these events. He also denied ever talking with Jacob SAUR,

nor has he spoken with any other County Commissioners regarding these events.

JENSEN stated he did ultimately receive the vaccinefrom the three thousand in

question, but his father did notfor unrelated medical reasons.

At this point, the interview was ended, and the recording stopped. However,

JENSEN brought up an issue he had read about in the media and wanted to dispel

some incorrect information. The recording was restarted, and the summary is as

follows:

There had been reporting suggesting that Richard Uihlein, who is a conservative

billionaire donor to Governor DESANTIS, was somehow involved with Schroeder-

‘Manatee. JENSEN stated this was not the case. He did state that there were

Schroeder-Manatee shareholders with that last name, but he had no knowledge of

any relationships with Richard.
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JACOB SAUR

MANATEE COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY DIRECTOR

The following is a synopsis of the digitally recorded interview which took place at

the Manatee County Public Safety Building located at 2101 47" Terrace East,

Bradenton, Florida on March 3, 2021 at approximately 1454 hours:

On Tuesday, February 9, 2021, SAUR was eating lunch with Manatee County

Administrator Cheri CORYEA at O Bricks Irish Pub in Bradenton during a break

in the Board of County Commissioners’ (BOCC) meeting when he was approached

by Commissioner BAUGH. SAUR stated that BAUGH told him she was working

with the Governor to bring three thousand vaccinations 0 a pop-up site in

Lakewood Ranch, and she would call SAUR after the BOCC meeting. BAUGH

called SAUR later that night and reiterated her earlier statement regarding the

pop-up site and added that she was working with Rex JENSEN, and the County

would need to assist with the scheduling. BAUGH told SAUR that she did not have

many details at that time, and she would initiate contact with him when she

received more information. When askedif the County had been involved with any

previous pop-up vaccination events, SAR asserted that the Stateof Florida

Incident Management Team had administered such an event in Manatee County in
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late January, but Countypersonnel and resources were not utilizedfor that

operation. SAURfurther stated that the previous pop-up vaccination event

occurred in a church in Palmetto, because the State was targeting churches in

underserved communities at that time.

On Wednesday, February 10, 2021 at approximately 1300 hours, SAUR responded

to a meeting with BAUGH and CORYEA. The meeting was previously scheduled

and was meant to be in regard to the County's gate ordinance. However, the sole

topic ofdiscussion ended up dealing with the Lakewood Ranch pop-up vaccination

event. During this meeting, BAUGHagain stated she was working with JENSEN

and the Governor's office to make the event happen. Shefurther stated that

JENSEN was requesting assistance with scheduling the appointmentsfor the

vaccinations, because he was ill equipped to handle that many. BAUGH offered

wp county resources to JENSEN to assist with the scheduling and notifications. It

was during this meeting that BAUGH told SAUR that she wanted the vaccines to

be administered only to citizens residing within two specific zip codes. When

askedifBAUGH indicated whether the directive concerning the limiting of

vaccinations to two zip codes was originated by her or the Governor, SAUR stated

he was given clear indicationfrom BAUGH that the mandate was hers alone.

SAUR asked BAUGHfor a contact with the Statefrom whom he could receive
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guidance as to the abilityofthe County to limit the vaccine pool to two zip codes.

SAUR stated that BAUGH was unable to provide contact information ofany State

employee with the ability to confirm the directive. SAUR then questioned BAUGH

as to the legalityof carrying out such a directive in absenceofguidancefrom the

State, and BAUGH answered, “I'm the Chair. Is the Chair not good enough?” (It

should be noted that during the interview, SAUR identified the two zip codes in

question as 34202 and 34212. According to documentation provided to the

Sheriff's Office, the two zip codes are actually 34202 and 34211. This was an

unintentional misstatement and was clarified at a later time.) At this time,

CORYEA expressed her aversion to limiting the vaccinations to two zip codes and

stated there was already a vaccine pool in place. BAUGHdisagreed and said the

Governor's office had instructed herpersonally to do so. There was significant

back andforth with both SAUR and CORYEA disagreeing with theplanned action

ofpulling vaccination candidatesfrom only two zip codes due to the possibility of

the current vaccinepool being compromised. SAUR stated that by the end of the

meeting, he was under the impression that he and COREA had convinced

BAUGH to drawfrom the existingpool of residentsfrom the entire countyfor this

upcomingpop-up event.
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Over the nextfew days, SAUR reached out to multiple state employees to receive

guidance andlor written directives as to how and to whom the vaccines should be

administered. SAUR enlisted James CRUTCHFIELD, who is the Chiefof

Emergency Medical Services (EMS)for Manatee County to reach out to the

Florida Departmentof Health Liaison to EMS, Steve McCoy. McCoy is alleged to

have stated that there were no directivesfrom the StateofFlorida, written or

otherwise, as to limiting the geographical areafrom where names were to be

pulled to receive the vaccine. McCoy is further alleged to have said that pop-up

events such as the one in question were to be directed by the affected community or

community sponsors, and State officials would not dictate theparametersof these

events io the communities. The State was merelyproviding the vaccines.

Thefollowing Saturday morning, February 13, 2021, BAUGH called SAUR and

instructed him to pull all of the eligible namesfrom the aforementioned two zip

codes, because she needed 10 inspect the list and ensure certain names would be

included. SAUR then contacted Michael HOTALING, who is the County

Information Technology (IT) professional who had been working on the existing

vaccination pool selection process, in order to determine thefeasibilityof limiting

the pool to two zip codes. HOTALING conferred with another ITprofessional,

Matthew ARRIAGA, and replied with a confirmation that the task could be
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completed andforwarded a spreadsheet with the requested information to SAUR

via e-mail. There were approximately seven thousand names in the newly created

vaccine pool. BAUGH then contacted SAUR and again instructed him toprovide

her with the namesofpotential vaccine recipientsfrom the two aforementioned zip

codes. Since he had not received any contraveningguidancefrom the State, SAUR

complied andprovided BAUGH with the requested information. BAUGH then told

SAUR that she needed to ensure certain people, including Rex JENSEN, were

going to receive the vaccination. BAUGH also told SAUR that she was going to

receive the vaccination herself, because she organized the event. Through e-mail,

BAUGHprovided SAUR a list offive names to be scheduledfor receiving

vaccines. SAUR was specific in his statement in that, he received instructionfor

thefive names to be scheduled to directly receive the vaccine, not to merely be

entered into the newly created candidatepool. BAUGH was explicit in her

instruction that these names were to receive the vaccines separatefrom the

candidatepool, because they helped organize the event. SAR then sent the list of

names to the appropriateperson with instructions to schedule them to receive the

vaccine, and they were ultimately scheduledfor thefirst hourof the event. SAUR

did not attend the actual event since it was conducted by State agencies.
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A couple ofdays after the event took place, SAUR received a callfrom BAUGH.

She made inquiries regarding the releaseof the list offive names to the press

which had by then been labeled as a “VIP list.” SAUR stated he had not received

any public records requestsfor the list prior to the Bradenton Herald's article

beingpublished, but he did receive a request several hours afterward, to which he

complied. SAUR stated BAUGH threateningly accused himof prematurely

releasing the record. She claimed the record should not have been released,

because it containedpersonal information, and she stated that she would “get to

the bottomof it.”

SAUR stated that prior to requesting that a new vaccine candidate pool be created

based on the two zip codes, he conferred with CORYEA. CORYEA advised him

that, since the State couldprovide no applicable guidance, he needed to comply

with BAUGH’ directive. SAUR said that CORYEA had since been relieved of

duty, and there was a temporary acting County Administrator until a new one

could be appointed. SAUR confirmed that he had spoken to no other county

commissioners prior to the pop-up event, but he did speak with Commissioners

VAN OSTENBRIDGE and BELLAMY after the incidents surrounding the event

were detailed in the press. Neither commissioner indicated any knowledgeof these

events.
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SAUR then detailed the logistical historyofthe regular vaccination pool and how

the system evolved into what it is currently. SAUR related that, although he did

not attend the actual event, he did receive a requestfrom the State to draw two

hundred additional names to fill in for the “no-shows.” SAUR obliged, but he

pulled those two hundred namesfrom the original candidatepool consisting of

namesofresidentsfrom the entire county rather that the newly created list based

on two zip codes. SAUR denied ever speaking with anyonefrom the Governor's

office regarding the details surrounding this pop-up vaccination ordeal, nor did he

have any contact with Patrick NEAL or Rex JENSENfor similar reasons. Prior to

ending the interview, SAUR suggested I speak with CORYEA as partof the

investigation, and he provided her contact information onceoff the record.
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PATRICK NEAL

OWNER - NEAL COMMUNITIES

‘The following is a synopsisof the digitally recorded interview which took place at

the offices of Neal Communities located at 5800 Lakewood Ranch Boulevard,

Lakewood Ranch, Florida on March 4, 2021 at approximately 0824 hours:

At the onsetof the interview, NEAL requested to read offof a prepared list of

questions that he hadformulated based on ourprior day's telephone conversation

(The document has been attached to the casefile). NEAL stated that he was a

friend andpolitical supporter of Governor DESANTIS. NEAL had been previously

elected to the State Senate, and he had been involved in politics for a long time.

He stated he has had a nice relationship with the Governor since before he was

elected, and he served on the Governor's transition team. Additionally, NEAL

stated that he had been interviewedfor a post in Governor DESANTIS®

administration, but he declined the appointment.

In regard to the events surrounding the three thousand dose Covid vaccine pop-up

site in Lakewood Ranch, NEAL stated the Governor had called him three to five

weeksprior to this interview in order to put together sites in Manatee and
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Charlotte counties, because those counties fell below the state averagefor number

of Covid vaccinationsforpersons over sixty-five years ofage. NEAL stated the

Governor askedif he couldfind a place where the vaccines could be administered

right away. He then created a conference call and added Rex JENSEN to the

conversation, because JENSEN oversees the developmentof Lakewood Ranch. A

brief discussion ensued, and JENSEN agreed to hold the vaccination event in

Lakewood Ranch. NEAL stated that he left the conversation and has not spoken

with JENSEN about the subject since this call. NEAL stated he did have

peripheral e-mail communication with the Lakewood Ranch Marketing Director,

Laura Cole in reference to “best practices.”

NEAL denied ever having any conversations with Commissioner BAUGH in

reference to the Covid vaccination event. NEAL stated that,during his

conversation with the Governor and his Deputy ChiefofStaff; Adrian LUKIS, no

mention was made whatsoever concerning the limiting of the vaccination pool to

two zip codes. Hefurther stated that the only restrictions impartedto him by the

Governor and/or LUKIS were that the vaccines should only be given topersons

sixty-five yearsof age or older. NEAL stated he did have subsequent

conversations with LUKIS in reference to a similar event at oneof his own

communities in Charlotte County, but he had nofurther involvement with the
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Manatee County event. NEALexpressed his appreciationfor what a goodjob the

Governors office was doing in regard to ensuring vaccines get into the community.

as quickly as possible.
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MISTY SERVIA

MANATEE COUNTY COMMISSIONER — DISTRICT FOUR

The following is a synopsis of the digitally recorded interview which took place at

the Manatee County Sheriff's Office Operations Center located at 600 301

Boulevard West, Suite # 202, Bradenton, Florida on March 8, 2021 at

approximately 1004 hours:

SERVIA stated shefirst heard about the 3,000-vaccinepop-up site when BAUGH

spokeofit in a Board of County Commissioners meetingjust prior to the event

taking place. She further stated that she had no conversation with BAUGH

regarding the event fier the board meeting, nor was she in any way involved in

theplanningof the event. SERVIA added that BAUGHdid not honor the Board's

decision to treat all vaccine appointments through the randomizedpool. She said

the Board had voted and agreed 10 treat everyone similarly andfairly in regard to

receiving the vaccinations, and she was really angry that BAUGH had

circumvented the process.
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CHERI CORYEA

FORMER MANATEE COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR

The following is a synopsis of the digitally recorded interview which took place at

the Manatee County Sheriff's Office Operations Center located at 600 301

Boulevard West, Suite # 202, Bradenton, Florida on March 9, 2021 at

approximately 0922 hours:

CORYEA stated she first became awareof the 3,000-vaccine pop-up site on

February 9, 2021. She was eating lunch at O'Brick’s Irish Pub with Karen

STEWART, John OSBORNE, Jacob SAUR, James CRUTCHFIELD, and possibly

Ron HARDY with County IT. It was at this time BAUGH contacted CORYEA

CORYEA could not specifically recallifcontact was initially made through text

message, phone call, or in person. During this initial contact, BAUGH inquired as

to the availabilityofPremiere Sports Complex (PSC) to host a pop-up vaccination

event on February 17, 18, and 19. CORYEA then contacted the Executive Director

of the Bradenton Area Convention and Visitors Bureau, Elliot FALCIONE to

determine the availabilityof the site. FALCIONE immediately returned her call

and approved the aforementioned dates. Afterfinishing lunch, CORYEA walked

out of the establishment and observed BAUGH talking to three other
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commissioners; SATCHER, KRUSE, and VAN OSTENBRIDGE. CORYEA

updated BAUGH as to the status of her request, but their conversation was out of

earshot ofthe other commissioners.

On February 10, CORYEA had a meeting scheduled at 1300 hours in BAUGH's

office with her and County Attorney, Bill CLAGUEfor an unrelated issue. Jacob

SAUR ended up attending the meeting in CLAGUE's stead, and the subject of the

‘meeting morphed into the PSCpop-up vaccine event. During the meeting,

BAUGH related that she had spoken with Rex JENSEN and with unknown parties

in the State government. SAUR inquired as to whom with the State she had spoken,

and BAUGH refused to give a name and implied that he was inappropriately

questioning the Governor's Office. BAUGH informed them the vaccinations would

be limited to residents oftwo zip codes, although she did not specify which zip

codes during this conversation. BAUGH also said that, at the “State's” behest,

the event needed to be held in the eastern portionof the county due to the large

numberofsenior citizens residing in that region. CORYEA stated she expressed

her disagreement with limiting the event to the residentsoftwo zip codes and

offered that the original county-wide pool should be utilized. The current

randomizedpool covered all residents, and it had already been approved by the

Board of County Commissioners. CORYEA did not recall BAUGH implying that
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the Governor had instructed her to limit the distribution to two zip codes.

CORYEA reiterated her disapproval of “manipulating the pool” by limiting the

event to two zip codes. When asked about BAUGHs reply to her disapproval,

CORYEA stated, “She wanted to do that, because she said the people in her

district would love her.” Both CORYEA and SAUR added that the restof the

county would be very upset with them, which appeared to have no bearing on

BAUGH decided course of action.

On Friday, February 12, SAR called CORYEA and told her that he had been

contacted by BAUGHand told to proceed. SAUR said he had reached out to

parties at state-level emergency management agencies, and he was not able to

receive confirmation as to limiting the vaccine candidate pool to two zip codes.

On Monday, February 15, CORYEA received another callfrom SAUR during

which he told her about a list offive names BAUGH had given him. He said the

people on the list were to be called andgiven appointmentsfor vaccinations.

SAUR then sent the list to CORYEA via e-mail. She stated she was surprised by

BAUGHs name beingpresent on the list. CORYEA further stated she had not

spoken to BAUGH since, and she was not involved in the planning of the event

goingforward.
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CORYEA stated she was extensively involved in the implementationof the original

vaccination program and oversaw theformationofthe process to enlist,

randomize, and select persons to receive the vaccine. She talked at length about

the history of Manatee County's involvement. CORYEA stated that the vaccination

program was created under the guidanceprovided by Governor DESANTIS”

emergency executive order, which was still in effect at the timeofthe PSC event.

The order wasfor vaccines to be distributed to persons sixty-five years of age or

older and healthcare workers in direct contact with Covidpatients.

CORYEA stated she separatedfrom herposition as County Administrator on

February 23. Shefurther stated that Elliot FALCIONE and Jacob SAUR would

have more information relevant to my investigation.
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MICHAEL HOTALING

MANATEE COUNTY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SENIOR

MANAGER

The following is the synopsisof the digitally recorded interview which took place

at the Manatee County Sheriff’s Office District Three located at 606 67" Street

Circle East, Bradenton, Florida on March 11, 2021 at approximately 0906 hours:

HOTALING is a Senior Manager within Manatee County's Information

Technology (IT) Services department. He stated that sometime in the beginning of

January 2021, his supervisor, Director of IT Services PaulAlexander, mandated

that HOTALINGform a team toprovide technological support to the Public Safety

Department's efforts to distribute Covid vaccines. Hefurther stated that his

primary concerns at the onset of developing a platform to assist with the selection

ofvaccine candidates was scalability andfairness. It was understood that not all

Manatee County residents had equal access to technology, nor did everyone

possess the same amountofflexibility in their schedules to make afirst-come, first-

serve systemfor vaccine distribution a fair methodof deployment. Learningfrom

the mistakes ofother regions, it was determined that the system developed in

Manatee County would allow people to register at any time, and the randomized
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selections would take placefrom the registrant pool as the vaccines were made

available. HOTALING went on to describe how the vaccines would be distributed

to Manatee County on a weekly basis, and appointments would be scheduled on an

hourly basis depending on the numberofavailable vaccines.

HOTALING explained that, up until the pop-up vaccination event at Premiere

Sports Campus which tookplace on February 17, 18, and 19, there were two pools

of candidates. One pool consisted ofall registrants over sixty-five yearsof age,

and the secondpool consistedoffront-line healthcare workers. He added that

approximately ten percentof the vaccines were held backjustfor the healthcare

workers to be administered at specific times apartfrom the elderly. Additionally,

he offered thatproofofresidency was not necessary to registerfor the vaccine, but

it was enforced at the site before receiving the vaccine. HOTALING explained that

there were two methodsof registration, via an on-lineform and by calling the

advertisedphone number and speaking with a call center agent. They gathered as

little contact informationfrom the registrants as possible, but they did capture zip

code information. Couples were allowed to register together to help expedite

movement in thephysical lines. HOTALING explained the database usedfor the

registration pool was SQL Server, and it had an inherentfunction that could allow

for the selection ofa randomizedfile. When selectingpersonsfor scheduling to be
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vaccinated, agents werepresented with two red buttons on their computer screen.

One button was to randomly selecta registrantfrom the over sixty-five pool, and

the other button was to selectfrom thefront-line healthcare workerpool. The

agent would then notify the selected registrant by phone based on theprovided

contact information and schedule an appointment.

Sometime around mid-February 2021, HOTALING received a directive to support

a then upcomingpop-up vaccination event which was going to have selection

criteria different than what was in practice up to that point. HOTALING stated

that, for this particular event, the selections were to be limited to two zip codes,

34202 and 34211. Hefurther stated that in order to accommodate this new

directive, they had to create a copyof the current database with the

aforementioned zip codes pre-selected. They would then use the same randomized

selection process as with theprevious pool, but in this new, limited registrant pool.

HOTALING stated there were approximately 5,500people in this newpool among

whom the three thousand vaccines would be disseminated. HOTALING could not

recallfrom whom specifically the directive to create this newpoll was generated,

just that it camefrom someone within Public Safety. He recalled hearing that a

county commissioner had negotiated an additional three thousand doses ofvaccine

for a pop-up site, but he did not know the nameof the commissioner at that time.
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He stated that there was a significant amount ofwork involved with this task, and

he approximated thatfifieen man-hours were invested into this undertaking.

HOTALING named Matt ARRIAGA as having significantly contributed to this

effort. }

HOTALING reasserted his intention to create the original vaccine registration

method to be as unbiased as possible, and he had taken issue with someofthe

local news articles he had read criticizing the process. Hefelt the process worked

as intended, and hefeared it would be undermined with the creationofthis new,

limited pool. HOTALING stated that his only involvement with the actual event

was to perform periodic inspections to ensure data integrity. Hefurther described

the mechanism that was developed to helpprohibit duplicate entries by the same

personfrom being entered into the registration pool. HOTALINGpurported to

have never interacted with Commissioner BAUGHregarding thepop-up vaccine

event before or since its occurrence. Hefurther stated that, upon receiving the

order to create a separate registrant pool, HOTALING sent an e-mail to his

supervisor, Paul ALEXANDER, expressing his concern and dismay with this task

due to the possibility ofsubverting the public's confidence in the process.

HOTALING agreed to provide me with a copyof that e-mail ata later time.
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MARIE KEEHN

The following is a synopsis of the digitally recorded interview which took place at

the private residence located at 7055 Twin Hills Terrace, Lakewood Ranch, Florida

on March 11, 2021 at approximately 1019 hours:

KEEHNstated she hadpreviously sent an e-mail to BAUGH in which she imparted

hier and her husband'sfrustration regarding their inability to obtain an

appointment to receive the Covid vaccine. At a later date, BAUGH responded to

the e-mail stating, “We're working on it.” KEEHNfurther stated that BAUGH at

one time lived in their neighborhood but had moved away. She added that they

were loose acquaintances, and she had not seen BAUGHfor three orfouryears.

At somepoint, BAUGH communicated to KEEHN that she was working on

Something with the Governor, and she askedfor the personal identifying

information of KEEHN and her husband in order to confirm their presence in the

vaccine candidate pool. On the Monday prior to the Premiere Sports Campus

pop-up event, KEEHN received a callfrom MyVaces, which is the government

vaccination scheduling apparatus, and given an appointmentfor thefollowing

Wednesday (2-17-21) at 0900 hours. KEENfelt asifshe and her husband were

legitimatelypicked at random to receive their vaccinations.
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Shortly after their appointment, KEEHN's husband received a callfrom a

Bradenton Herald reporter inquiring about their vaccinations. It was during this

conversation that KEEHNpurported to have learnedof the existenceof the “VIP

List.” KEEHN adamantly maintained the position that it was herbelief that they

had been legitimately selected at random to receive their vaccinations. She

believed that the list containing their names wasforwarded to Public Safety after

their appointment had been scheduled. KEEHN was extremely upset about their

names being sullied in the press regarding this incident, but they were happy to

have received their shots. She received no indicationfrom BAUGH that their

names had been included on a separate list; she assumed that BAUGH was merely

verifying their names were entered into the existing pool. KEEHN stated neither

she nor her husband has had contact with BAUGH since thepop-up event. She

stated that her husband did attempt 10 call BAUGH on the phone, but he was never

successful in getting through to her. When askedifshe had given BAUGH

anything ofvalue in returnfor being added to the list ofpeople to receive the

vaccine, she stated she had not. She added that she was not a political supporter

and had never even contributed to BAUGH's campaigns in the past. KEEHN did

state that she hadpatronized BAUGH'sprivate business in the past, but it was one

time, and she purchased $200 or less in merchandise.
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ROBERT KEEHN

The following is a synopsis of the interview which took place at the private

residence located at 7055 Twin Hills Terrace, Lakewood Ranch, Florida on March

11,2021 at approximately 1034 hours:

KEEHN stated he and his wife were dissatisfied with the vaccination selection

System Manatee County had implemented. He has multiple underlying medical

conditions and wasfrustrated with not being able to travel back to his home state

of Ohio and see his grandchildren due to lack ofvaccination. KEEHN registered

for a vaccination appointment in Manatee and Sarasota Counties, as well as five

additional counties. He had been made aware that his wife had sent an e-mail to

Commissioner BAUGH expressing theirfrustration and offering suggestions to

improve the vaccination selection process. KEEHNadded that neither he, nor his

wife had spoken with BAUGH since she movedfrom their neighborhood in 2018.

BAUGHpreviously lived two houses downfrom the KEEHNs, and they only

Socialized occasionally during neighborhood events. Additionally, the KEEHNs

would occasionally take theirjewelry to BAUGH's husbands private business to

get cleaned.
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KEEHNstated that he and his wife initially registered themselves in the Manatee

County Covid vaccination pool on thefirst day it was made available in the

beginningofJanuary. They became embittered over time after learning about

more and more of their acquaintances, who had registered late in the process,

receiving vaccination appointments while they themselves had notyet been notified

despite their early registration. KEEHN's wife made him awareof the e-mail she

had sent BAUGH as a resultof theirfrustration. On Friday, February 12th,

BAUGH contacted KEEHN's wife and stated she was working on something and

wanted to confirmifthe KEEHNS were already registered in the vaccine pool.

During this conversation, BAUGH askedfor their personal identifying information

so she could check on their status in the registrant pool. On the morning of

Monday, February 15", KEEHN's wife receiveda call on her cellphonefrom a

person, possibly named Collin, who stated he was with Manatee County

government and wanted to confirm an appointmentfor the both of them io receive

the vaccine. KEEHN stated his wife's cellphone number was the number they

used to registerfor the pool. They made an appointmentfor the morning of

Wednesday, February 17"

Thefollowing Wednesday, February 17%, at approximately 0830 to 0845 hours,

KEEHN and his wife responded to Premiere Sports Campus in Lakewood Ranch,
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and they both received their vaccinations. Approximately two to three hours later,

KEEHN receiveda call on his cellphonefrom an unknown number labelled as

possibly “Jacqulyn De Leon.” The caller initiated the conversation by asking ifhe

received his shot, and he did not believe the caller identified themselves. KEEHN

assumed the caller was representing Manatee County and was conducting a

follow-up survey regarding the vaccinations. He quickly became suspicious that

the caller was not who they seemed, and he believed the call was being recorded

without his consent. It was during this call that KEEHN wasfirst made aware of

the existenceof the “VIP List.” He discovered later in the afternoon that the

caller was a reporter with the Bradenton Herald when he read the newspaper

article containing the redacted e-mail referring to the list in question.

KEEHN then spoke about his dismay regarding the perceived infamy that had been

thrust upon him and his wife due to the media coverage surrounding these events.

He has hadfriends and relatives in other states contact him after seeing the

coverage, and he has had afew acquaintances stop talking to him due to their

misguidedperception that he and his wife had done something wrong. Although

he was adamant that he had no advance knowledgeofBAUGH including him and

his wife on any “VIP List,” KEEHN stated he was appreciative to have received

the vaccination after waitingfor so long. When askedifheprovided anything of
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value to BAUGH in returnfor beingplaced on the list in question, KEEHNstated

he did not, and he had never made any sortofpolitical contribution to BAUGH to

boot. KEEHN asked that he be vindicatedof any wrongdoing at the conclusion of

this investigation. I informed him that the goal ofthis investigation was to

determineif any criminal activity took place, but that his statement would speak

for tself.
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ELLIOT FALCIONE

DIRECTOR OF THE BRADENTONAREA CONVENTION AND

VISITORS BUREAU

‘The following is a synopsis of the interview which took place at the Bradenton

Area Convention Center located at 1 Haben Boulevard, Palmetto, Florida on

March 23, 2021 at approximately 0856 hours:

FALCIONE stated hefirst became awareof the Premiere Sports Campus pop-up

vaccination event on February 9" when he receiveda callfrom County

Administrator Cheri CORYEA during which she inguired as to the availability of

the venue. CORYEA had also informed FALCIONE that Commissioner BAUGH

would be contacting him to coordinate the event. FALCIONEfurther stated

BAUGH contacted him the same day via text message. During this exchange,

BAUGH told FALCIONE thatpersonnelfrom the State would be contacting him

regarding logistical matters, and she would be contacting the Sheriff's Office

concerning security issues. FALCIONE denied communicating with BAUGH

regarding the vaccinepool being limited to specific areas or zip codes. He said all

oftheir communications surrounding this event centered around the venue and

billing issues. However, it should be noted that, during their initial text exchange,
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BAUGH told FALCIONE the event was to be planned to accommodatefive

thousand dosesofthe vaccine.

Afier this text exchange, FALCIONE began coordinating with the various State

agencies and Manatee County Public Safety Director Jacob SAUR, and he had no

further communication with BAUGH. FALCIONE added that he spoke with no

other county commissioners regarding this event, nor did he speak with Rex

JENSEN or Pat NEAL. FALCIONE had no knowledge ofa “VIP List" ofpersons

10 be vaccinated outside of the candidate pool. At no time did he have any

discussions regarding vaccination candidates, and hefirst learnedofthe

associated controversy when he read the initial article in the newspaper.
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MATTHEW ARRIAGA

MANATEE COUNTY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY TEAM LEADER

The following is a synopsis of the interview which took place at the Manatee

County Central Library located at 1301 Barcarrota Avenue, Bradenton, Florida on

March 24, 2021 at approximately 1101 hours:

ARRIAGA stated hefirst heard about the Premiere Sports Campus (PSC) pop-up

Covid vaccination event on Friday, February 9%, when he received an e-mailfrom

Public Safety Director Jacob SAUR in which SAUR inguired about the number of

vaccine pool registrants residing within two particular zip codes. ARRIAGA could

not remember the zip codes in questionoff the topof his head, but when asked if

they werepossibly 34202 and 34211, he stated they were. ARRIAGA added that

SAUR also asked himif it would befeasible to create a new pool limited to

registrants within those two zip codes. ARRIAGA informed SAUR that he believed

it would be possible. ARRIAGA stated he was able to query the existing database

limiting the results to the two zip codes in question, and then create a viewofthe

existing database utilizing the queried information. He said that no data was

copied or moved, but merelyfilteredfor this particular event.
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On Saturday, February 10", ARRIAGA participated in a virtual meeting regarding

the mechanism with which participants in the aforementionedpop-up vaccination

event would be selected. Several ideas were brought up, but ultimately the

decision was made to activate the solution that was previously discussed.

ARRIAGA stated he worked both Saturday and Sunday to create thefiltered view

ofthe existing database and ensure that it workedproperly. From this point on

and through the actual event, ARRIAGA assisted with technical support.

ARRIAGA stated he had not been made aware of any “VIP List,” and the only

knowledge he had regarding the vaccine recipients was that they resided within the

two zip codes in question. ARRIAGAfurther stated he and his project co-workers

went out of their way to ensure the original vaccine candidate selection process

wasfair and random, and limiting the candidates to two zip codes was not

congruent with their original intentions. ARRIAGA never spoke about this project

with any county commissioners. He concluded by stating the view of the database

usedfor the PSCpop-up event has since been deleted to ensure it would not be

utilized accidentally in thefuture.
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JAMES SATCHER

MANATEE COUNTY COMMISSIONER — DISTRICT ONE

The following is a synopsis of the digitally recorded interview which took place at

the Manatee County Sheriff's Office Operations Center, 600 301 Boulevard West,

Suite # 202, Bradenton, Florida on March 26, 2021 at approximately 1313 hours:

SATCHER stated hefirst became awareof the Premiere Sports Campus (PSC)

Covid vaccination pop-up event during a regularly scheduled Board of County

Commissioners (BOCC) meeting which took place a day or two prior to the actual

event. SATCHERfurther stated he never had any conversations with BAUGH

regarding this event other than those which tookplace during the open BOCC

meetings, nor had he ever discussed the event with anyone representing the

Governors Office or any other State agencies.
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CAROLYN WHITMORE

MANATEE COUNTY COMMISSIONER — AT LARGE

‘The following is a synopsis of the digitally recorded interview which took place at

the Manatee County Administration Building, 1112 Manatee Avenue West,

Bradenton, Florida, on March 31, 2021 at approximately 0958 hours:

WHITMORE stated shefirst heard of the Premiere Sports Campus (PSC) Covid

vaccination pop-up event at a regularly scheduled BoardofCounty

Commissioners (BOCC) meetingprior to the event, although she could not recall

the exact date. She then stated she might have been made awareof the event prior

to the BOCC meeting through social media and/or television news. WHITMORE

felt BAUGH had violated Florida State Statutes byfailing to notify the other

commissionersof her involvement in the event andfor taking advantage ofher

position. WHITMORE also purported BAUGH to have lied about her own part in

planning the event during BOCC meetings. It was due to this perspective that

WHITMORE unsuccessfilly attempted to remove BAUGHfrom the Chairofthe

County Commission. WHITMORE affirmed to have had no involvement with the

planning or executionof the PSC vaccination event, nor did she attend even after

having been invited by the Governor. WHITMORE spokeof having to filter
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requestsfrom constituents askingfor special consideration to receive the vaccine

due to serious health conditions prior to the PSC event, but they were denied in

order to ensure equal treatment in keeping with the Commission's edict.

WHITMORE expressed her view that BAUGH was acting in her official capacity

as a commissioner in regard to the circumstances surrounding this event. She

further stated that the BOCC had on two occasions voted unanimously to set the

policy concerning the vaccine lottery being inclusive of all county residents, and

BAUGH had clearly violated that policy by her actions. WHITMORE described

BAUGH's behavior toward the Board as arrogant and disrespectful, and she

added that BAUGH lied to the citizens, the Board, and to WHITMORE directly.

She also related she had received an e-mailfrom a constituent who had afamily

member dieof Covid, and that person lamented the possibility their loved-one

could have received the vaccine ifnotfor BAUGH's actions. WHITMORE stated

she has not spoken with BAUGH in over ayear outside ofBOCC meetings.
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KEVIN VAN OSTENBRIDGE

MANATEE COUNTY COMMISSIONER - DISTRICTTHREE

The following is a synopsis of the digitally recorded interview which took place in

the Manatee County Administration Building located at 1112 Manatee Avenue

West, Bradenton, Florida, on April 5, 2021 at approximately 1426 hours:

VAN OSTENBRIDGE stated hefirst became aware of the Premiere Sports Campus

(PSC) pop-up Covid-19 vaccination event via an e-mailfrom an angry resident a

few days prior to the Boardof County Commissioners (BOCC) Tuesday work

session that immediatelypreceded the event. He took no part in with theplanning

andlor executionof the event, nor did he have any communication with BAUGH

regarding the event outside of the open BOCC meetings.
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REGINALD BELLAMY

MANATEE COUNTY COMMISSIONER - DISTRICT TWO

“The following is a synopsis of the digitally recorded interview which took place in

the Manatee County Sheriff's Office Operations Center, 600 301 Boulevard West,

Suite #202, Bradenton, Florida on April 8, 2021 at approximately 1416 hours:

BELLAMY stated he wasfirst made aware of the Premiere Sports Campus (PSC)

pop-up Covid-19 vaccination event during a Boardof County Commissioners

(BOCC) meeting in the weekprior to the event taking place. He took no part in the

planning and/or executionofthe event, nor did he have any communication

regarding the event with BAUGHother than in open BOCC meetings. BELLAMY

spoke ofanother State organizedpop-up vaccination event that tookplace at a

church approximately one week prior to the PSC event. In contrast with the PSC

event, while it did not utilize the existing Manatee County registrant pool, the

church event was open to all. BELLAMYfelt that by limiting the registrant pool to

two zip codesfor the PSC event, BAUGH violated the commission's mandate fo

give access to all registrants. He added that the PSC event could haveeasily

drawnfrom the existing registrant pool, and he had no idea why it was not



organized that way. BELLAMY expressed concern that his already underserved

constituents were barredfrom participating in the PSC event.
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GEORGE KRUSE

MANATEE COUNTY COMMISSIONER — AT LARGE

The following is a synopsis ofthe interview which took place in the Manatee

County Sheriff's Office Operations Center, 600 301 Boulevard West, Suite #202,

Bradenton, Florida, on April 14, 2021 at approximately 1252 hours:

KRUSE stated he wasfirst made aware of the Premiere Sports Campus (PSC)

Covid-19 pop-up vaccination event in a BoardofCounty Commissioners (BOCC)

meeting in the weekprior. He recalled receiving an e-mailfrom Governor

DESANTIS’ office with an invitation to the event the dayprior. KRUSEfurther

stated he had no involvement with the planning and/or executionof the PSC event.

Additionally, he did not recall receiving any negative correspondencefrom the

citizenry until after the BOCC meeting. KRUSE recalled the unanimous vote in

which he participated, that solidified the policy concerning the activationof the

county-wide vaccine registrant pool. He did not recall having any conversations

with BAUGH regarding the event other than in open meetings. KRUSE spoke

about a pop-up event that took place at a church in Rubonia the week prior to the

PSC event. This event was sponsored by MCR Health, and the vaccinations were

administeredfrom a registrant pool separatefrom the Manatee County pool. He
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added that thepool used by Publix was also separatefrom the Manatee County

pool.
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DYLAN BUOTTE

MANATEE COUNTY 311 TEMP SUPERVISOR

The following is a synopsis of the interview which took place in the Manatee

County Public Safety Building, 2102 47* Terrace East, Bradenton, Florida on

April 15,2021 at approximately 1338 hours:

BUOTTE is the Manatee County 311 Call Center Temp Leadfor the Covid-19

vaccine roll-out. He stated that upon reportingfor duty on the morning of

Monday, February 15, 2021, he was given a physical copyof an e-mail by his

supervisor, Andrea GOODMAN, which contained a listoffive names.

GOODMAN verbally instructed him to call the people on the list and schedule

vaccination appointmentsfor each person. BUOTTE successfully contacted each

person and arranged their appointments as instructed. BUOTIE then presented

me with the actual original copy ofthe list he had been provided, which contained

his own handwritten notes regarding individual appointment information. He

stated he saved the document, becausehefelt the request was abnormal. BUOTTE

denied conversing about the Premiere Sports Campuspop-up vaccination event

with anyone outside of his department, and his only involvement with the event was

regarding the notification and schedulingof appointments. He added that the only
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interaction he had with BAUGHoccurred when he called her to make the

vaccination appointment based upon her name'spresence on the aforementioned

list. BUOTTE stated he did not know who BAUGH was prior to the call, but she

made it known during the call that she was a county commissioner. There was

some back andforth as to the appointment time due to conflicts with BAUGH's

schedule, but BOUTTEsaid it was a common practice to try to accommodate all

registrants by adjusting appointment times due to convenience. BOUTTE did say

that, during his call with BAUGH, she commented that she had spent her weekend

putting the event together, and she was aware ofthe details. Hefurther stated he

was selectedfor the task of notifying thepeople on the aforementioned list due to

is designation as a supervisor and due 10 thefact hepossessed special access to

the software application that managed the registrant pool. In order to perform this

task, he had to edit the status of those on the list by removing themfrom the

existing pool andplacing them in a pendingposture so the system would allow

them to be called. At the timeof these events, Manatee County was usinga system

called Vape, but they transitioned to an application called Everbridge sometime at

the end of February.
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ANDREA GOODMAN

MANATEE COUNTY 311 SUPERVISOR

The following is a synopsis of the interview which took place in the Manatee

County Public Safety Complex, 2101 47" Terrace East, Bradenton, Florida, on

April 15, 2021 at approximately 1512 hours:

GOODMAN is currently a 911 operator, but during the monthof February 2021,

she worked as a supervisor in the 311 call center. She stated shefirst was made

aware ofthe Premiere Sports Campus pop-up Covid-19 vaccination event on

Monday (February 15, 2021) during a conversation with her supervisor, Marcia

BACON. She was informed there would be three thousand shots, and BAUGH was

coordinating the event. GOODMANfurther stated BACON informed her a list

would beforthcoming containing namesof individuals whom BAUGH wanted to

be scheduled to receive the vaccination. Shortly thereafier, GOODMAN received

the list via e-mailfrom BACON. GOODMAN then printed out the list and

physically delivered it to her subordinate, Dylan BUOTTE. She never interacted

with BAUGH in regard to this event, and she had no other involvement.
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MARCIA BACON

MANATEE COUNTY 311 SUPERVISOR

The following is a synopsis of the interview which was conducted in the Manatee

County Public Safety Complex, 2101 47" Terrace East, Bradenton, Florida, on

April 16,2021 at approximately 1050 hours:

BACON is the supervisorof the Manatee County 311 call center. She stated that

she wasfirst made aware of the Premiere Sports Campus (PSC) pop-up Covid

vaccination event during the weekendprior to the event taking place. She was

tasked with utilizing her temp workers to push out notificationsfor the event in

addition to the workload involved with the existing county-wide registrant pool

notifications. BACON wasfirst made aware of the “VIP List" when Jacob SAUR

called her sometime during that week and said he was sending her a listofnames

10 be notified. BACON verbally notified the temp lead supervisor, Andrea

GOODMAN,of theforthcoming list, and after receiving the listfrom SAUR via e-

‘mail a short time later, BACONforwarded it to GOODMAN. BACONstated she

had no other discussions regarding the PSC event and added that her only

involvement was as a conduitfor the aforementioned list.
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JAMES CRUTCHFIELD

MANATEE COUNTY CHIEF OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

The following is a synopsis of the interview which took place in the Manatee

County Public Safety Complex, 2101 47% Terrace East, Bradenton, Florida, on

Monday, April 19, 2021 at approximately 1337 hours:

CRUTCHFIELD is the Manatee County Chiefof Emergency Medical Services. He

stated he wasfirst made aware of the Premiere Sports Campus (PSC) Covid-19

pop-up vaccination event approximately two weeks prior to the event taking place,

although he was not certain exactly how long before. CRUTCHFIELDfurther

stated that on a Friday afternoon prior to the event, he was called by Public Safety

Director Jacob SAUR. SAUR had unsuccessfully been attempting to make contact

with a representativefrom a state agency charged with overseeing the POD (pop-

up vaccine) sites statewide, and he asked CRUTCHFIELDfor a reference.

CRUTCHFIELD advised SAUR that he knewofwho to call and would do so.

CRUTCHFIELD then called the Florida DepartmentofHealth Bureau of

Emergency Medical Services Administrator, Steve MCCOY. MCCOY told

CRUTCHFIELD the POD sites were to be operated at the local level and did not

provide any guidance as to limiting vaccine recipients to a specific area. The State
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was simply providing the vaccines and leaving it up to the localities to distribute

them. CRUTCHFIELD stated the State customarily uses a local pointsofcontact

when setting up the pop-up sites, and he made the assumption that the point of

contactfor this particular event was BAUGH. CRUTCHFIELDpurported to have

not had any communication with BAUGH in regard to the PSC event, and he had

nofurther involvement with the event.
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ADRIAN LUKIS

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR FOR THE STATE OF

FLORIDA - CHIEF OF STAFF

The following is a synopsis of the digitally recorded telephone interview conducted

on April 26,2021 at approximately 1302 hours:

(Note: This conversation was recorded with the explicit consentof LUKIS.)

LUKIS is the ChiefofStafffor the Executive Office of the Governorof the State of

Florida. LUKIS stated he was party to the phone call that tookplace on February

9, 2021 during which he, Governor Ron DESANTIS, Pat NEAL, and Rex. JENSEN

discussed theforthcoming Premiere Sports Campus (PSC) pop-up Covid-19

vaccination event. LUKIS could not specifically rememberifJENSEN was in on

the callfrom the beginning, orifhe had been added to the call at somepoint later

in the conversation. Hefurther stated it had been brought to his and the

Governors attention that, at that point in time, Manatee, Charlotte, and Sarasota

counties had someof the lowest percentages of vaccinated senior citizens in the

StateofFlorida. LUKIS then verified the authenticityof the document he had

previously submitted to me regarding county by county percentage rates of
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vaccinated senior citizens. LUKISstated he and the Governor decided to contact

NEALfor this mission due to his past political experience in the State Senate and

for his ability as a local resource to host vaccination events. Hefurther stated

NEAL was one among several individuals who had been contacted by the

Governor's Office tofacilitate similar events around the state with the goal of

increasing senior citizen vaccination rates in each locale. According to LUKIS,

during this conversation, no mention was madeofrestricting the vaccine registrant

poolfor this event by anyone, let alone himselfor Governor DESANTIS.

Additionally, LUKIS stated that, notwithstanding the likelihood ofa chance

encounter at variousfundraisers andorpolitical gatherings, he had no specific

recollection ofever having met Commissioner BAUGH, nor was he aware of

Governor DESANTIS being acquainted with her. LUKIS also said that he had no

communication with BAUGH regarding the PSC event, nor was he aware of

Governor DESANTIS ever interacting with herfor this purpose. When asked

about the accuracyof any statements made by BAUGH during open meetings

inferring that she was acting at the behestof the Governors Office in regard to the

PSC event, LUKIS said those statements would not be accurate. He did bring up

the possibility she could have been conferring with other state-level emergency

management agencies, but he reasserted that BAUGH had not been given

guidance or directionfrom the Governor's Office. LUKIS went on to stress that
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the Governor's main objective to bringing vaccines to our area was their

continuing effort to ensure senior citizens had ample access. His office was

continually thinking of ways to increase vaccine penetration within that

demographic, and it was decided thatfifty-five and over communities would be

targeted with thepop-up sites. By the time they had begun planning the PSC event,

there had already been approximately fifteen such events that had occurred around

the State. In addition to these events targeting senior communities, the Governor's

Office established another program whereby seniors in underserved communities

were targeted throughfaith-based events. Twenty to thirtyof these faith-based

events had already been put on around the State prior to the PSC event. LUKIS

made thepoint that, due to the multi-faceted approachof these varied targeted

events, their overall initiative to vaccinate as many seniors as possible was

ultimately successful. LUKIS concluded by repeating that at no time did the

Governors Office communicate with orprovide guidance to Commissioner

BAUGH in regard to the PSC event, specifically concerning the limiting of access

to the event.
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VANESSA BAUGH

MANATEE COUNTY COMMISSIONER — CHAIR, DISTRICT FIVE

The following is a synopsisofthe digitally recorded interview which took place at

the Law Offices of Grimes, Hawkins, Gladfelter, and Galvano located at 1023

Manatee Avenue West, Bradenton, Florida, on Friday, May 21,2021:

BAUGH stated she was first made awareof the Premiere Sports Campus (PSC)

Covid-19 pop-up vaccination event when she was contacted by Schroeder-Manatee

Ranch CEO Rex JENSEN sometime around February 9, 2021. She was surprised

that JENSEN had reached out to her, because he is not one of her political

supporters. Baugh stated that, during their initial conversation, JENSEN told her

the Governor wanted to conduct a pop-up vaccination event in Lakewood Ranch,

and she was more than willing to assist. They both agreed PSC would be the best

venuefor the event, and theirprimary concern was to secure PSCfor the

appropriate dates. BAUGH would later call the Directorof the Bradenton Area

Convention andVisitors’ Bureau, Elliot FALCIONE to book the venue, and he was

ready and willing to accommodate. Once BAUGH had verified PSC was

available, she notified JENSEN. The next concern was regarding the logistical

complications with notifying and scheduling the three thousandpotential vaccine
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recipients. According to BAUGH, JENSEN had already been in contact with

someonefrom a state emergency management agency, and he agreed to send this

person BAUGH's contact information in order tofacilitate their communication.

BAUGH was later contacted by Courtney COPPOLA with the Florida Department

of Emergency Management, and they would go on to engage in back andforth

communication via e-mail in the days leading up to the event. BAUGHsaid she

was in communication with JENSEN almost every day leading up to the event, but

they did not receive final conformationfor the vaccines until afew days later.

Once she received the confirmationfrom COPPOLA, she notified the Director of

Public Safety, Jacob SAUR and FALCIONE of the dates. BAUGHstated she also

contacted the Sheriff's Office to provide security, but that was ultimately handled

by state law enforcement. Shefurther stated the Governor ended up adding two

hundred doses to the existing vaccine commitmentfor a total of3,200 doses.

BAUGH then concentrated on how the vaccine recipients would be selected. She

contacted SAUR and askedifthe candidates could be selected using the existing

Manatee County lottery based on the two zip codes in question. SAUR confirmed

that it could be done. BAUGH added that the State sent aforward team to

evaluatePSCas the event site, and they were happy with the venue.
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On February 16, 2021, the Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) tookpart in

an unrelated workshop meeting. As the Chair, BAUGHhad intended to discuss the

PSC vaccination event at this meeting, but somehow, everyone had already been

made aware. BAUGH said that at this meeting, she was attacked with everything

they had. On the way home afer the meeting, BAUGH heard about the “VIP List”

from the press, and everything went downhillfrom there. At the subsequent BOCC

meeting, BAUGH shouldered the blame herself. At this point, BAUGH became

emotional and said she thought it was a great idea. When asked about JENSEN

beingplaced on the list to receive the vaccine, BAUGHsaid that during their

planningofthe event, she asked JENSENifhe had been vaccinated. He said he

had not and that he would like to get it. BAUGH told JENSEN that she would see

what she could do. She felt he deserved to receive the vaccine due to his efforts in

coordinating the event. She also offered to have JENSEN father vaccinated, but

he did not receive it at that time. BAUGH added she had “absolutely not”

received anythingof valuefrom JENSEN in returnfor receiving the vaccine. (At

this point, it was realized that BAUGH's attorney had been disconnectedfrom the

call. Efforts were made to reconnect with him before continuing questioning.)

BAUGH had only been in contact with JENSEN on one occasion since this ordeal,

and the purpose of that conversation was to apologize and to warn him that he

would soon be contacted by the press.
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In regard to Robert and Marie KEEHN, BAUGHstated that prior to these events,

Marie KEEHN had contacted her to express her concern with the vaccine lottery

process and with not havingyet been selected to receive the vaccine. When the

PSC event became known to her, BAUGH contacted the KEEHNS and told them

she was working on something and to bepatient. The weekendprior to the event,

SAUR had sent BAUGH the list of approximately seven thousandplus names

selected to be in the new registrant pool limited to the two zip codes in question.

She claimed that, while inspecting the list on herphone, she was not able tofind

hier own name, nor was she able to locate the JENSEN or the KEEHN names. It

wasfor this reason that she submitted what would later become known as the “VIP

List” to SAUR, because she believed these people should have been included in the

new, limitedpool by dint of their home addresses. BAUGH added that she had

contacted SAUR to tell him she did not sce her own name on the list, so SAR told

her to send him a list, which she did. BAUGHfurther stated that at the time she

submitted this list, she believed thefive names would be entered into the registrant

poolfor residentsofthe two zip codes in question, and not that thosefive people,

including herself, would be earmarked to receive the vaccinations outsideof the

lottery. Shefurther claimed to have never told SAR to directly schedule those

five people to be vaccinated outside ofthe new, limited lottery pool.
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When askedifshe had since received the vaccine, BAUGH presented herproof of

vaccination card which stated she received thefirst injection on March 10, 2021,

and the second on April 7, 2021 at the Manatee County Public Safety Complex.

BAUGH stated that during the planningphasefor the PSC event, she regularly

communicated with COPPOLA and a person named SCOTT, bothofwhom worked

for an unspecified state government agency. She agreed to provide me with all of

her e-mail communications with these people at a later time. When askedif she

felt whether she was acting as a private citizen or as a County Commissioner while

coordinating the PSC event, BAUGHstated initially that she was acting as a

private citizen, but then stated it was hard to say since she had been utilizing

countypersonnel. She added that all she was thinking about was getting the shots

in people’s arms. She did agree that, from theperspectiveof those county

employees she was directing, BAUGH could have appeared to be acting in her

official capacity. When asked why she backedoff of getting the vaccine after

intending to receive it, BAUGH stated she was angry and upset due to the media

coverage surrounding the event and due to the treatment she had receivedfrom her

Jellow commissioners.
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BAUGH was askedifshe received any guidancefrom the state agencies in regard

to whom should be selected to be vaccinated at the PSC event. She alleged the

guidance she received stated the vaccines were intendedfor Lakewood Ranch. She

added that zip codes were not discussed, but the two zip codes in question were

located within Lakewood Ranch. Whenasked specificallyifthe guidance she

receivedfrom the state inferred the vaccines where meantfor the residents of

Lakewood Ranch, orif the event was simply meant to takeplace in Lakewood

Ranch, BAUGHstated she was told both; that the vaccines were to be

administered to Lakewood Ranch residents at a venue within Lakewood Ranch.

She then referred to a later statement given by Governor DESANTIS in which he

allegedly referred to the high percentage ofseniors residing within Lakewood

Ranch coupled with the low vaccination rates. BAUGH also denied that any of the

Manatee County employees with whom she worked to organize the PSC event had

expressed any reluctance to limit the vaccine registrantpool to two zip codes. She

added that she had received an e-mailfrom SAUR stating they could limit the pool

as such. BAUGH reiterated she did not recall anyone communicating their

trepidation in regard to limiting thepool to two zip codes. BAUGH then spoke

about the “VIP List,” and how it was released to the press while including exempt

personal information. She inquired as toifan investigation had been initiated into

those circumstances.
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When askedifshe had any contact with the KEEHNS since these events, BAUGH

stated she had talked to them one time since in order to apologize and inform them

of the release of their personal information. She explicitly stated neitherof the

KEEHNs had solicited her to receive the vaccine, and she was merely trying to

help them out. BAUGHdid attend the actual event, but while at the event, she

briefly met with the Governor andprofiusely apologized to him while warning him

of the pending media scrutiny. She did not interact with the Governors Executive

ChiefofStaffat that time, Adrian LUKIS. BAUGH was not aware at that time of

Manatee County’s ranking in terms of percentage ratesof vaccinated seniors in

relation to the other Florida counties. In closing, BAUGH expressed her regret

with the way the events transpired. At the conclusionof the interview, BAUGH's

attorney contributed afew suggestions regarding statepersonnel with whom I

should speak regarding this investigation.
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COURTNEY COPPOLA

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR FOR THE STATE OF

FLORIDA - DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF

The following is a synopsisof the digitally recorded telephone interview conducted

on June 14,2021 at approximately 1546 hours:

(Note: This conversation was recorded with the explicit consent of COPPOLA.)

COPPOLA is currently the Deputy ChiefofStaffin the Executive Office of the

GovernorofFlorida, but at the time ofPremiere Sports Campus (PSC) pop-up

vaccination event which occurred on February 17, 18, and 19, 2021, she was

employed as the ChiefofStafffor the Florida Departmentof Health. She

characterized the PSC event as a “senior vaccination pod.” During these types of

events throughout the Stateof Florida, COPPOLA was in chargeof coordinating

the state level response efforts with thoseof the local communities with low senior

vaccination rates. There had been several of these pod eventsput on throughout

the state prior to the PSC event going back to December of2020. COPPOLA

advised she did communicate with Commissioner BAUGH in regard to the

planningofthe PSC event. Shefurther stated that at that time, vaccine eligibility
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had been set by ageper executive order, and at no time did she advise orprovide

guidance to BAUGH as to which residents would be serviced by the PSC event

outside theparametersof said executive order. Furthermore, COPPOLA stated

that at no time did she and BAUGH discuss limiting vaccine registrants o

residents ofany particular zip codes orparticular communities, namely Lakewood

Ranch. When advisedofBAUGH's allegations implying COPPOLA had approved

or consented to her plan to restrict the registrant pool fo two zip codes, COPPOLA

Stated the conversation never tookplace. COPPOLA said herfocus in relation to

the PSC event was primarily on the location and amountof available vaccines.

She asserted there was no intention by the State to restrict the potential vaccine

recipients for the PSC event only to residentsof Lakewood Ranch. Additionally,

BAUGH never mentionedprocuring the vaccinefor herselfor any other specific

persons. COPPOLA went on to say the “pod event” strategy had been employed

successfully numerous times throughout Florida before and after the PSC event.

The localesfor these events, including the PSC event, were chosen solely due to

the low vaccination ratesof the applicable counties, not specific communities.

Additionally, thepurpose of choosing Manatee County to host a pod event was due

to its lowsenior vaccination rate at that time, which was among the lowest in the

StateofFlorida at twenty-two percent. COPPOLA concluded by stating her
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agency had not experienced any complications similar to those issues that had

arisen during the planningof the PSC even
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CONCLUSION

In December 2020, the State of Florida was faced with the onerous task of

Vaccinating its considerable population against Covid-19 in the midst ofa world-

wide pandemic. Governor Ron DESANTIS made the decision and issued an

executive order giving priority for the vaccine to senior citizens sixty-five years of

age or older due to significant data proving this specific demographic to be the

most vulnerable. On February 9, 2021, the Governor’s Office was provided data

regarding the percentage by county of seniors sixty-five yearsofage or older who

had received the vaccine. The data revealed that, out of Florida's sixty-seven

counties, Manatee County was rated next to last with a vaccination rate of only

twenty-two percentofour senior population. This was approximately one third of

the top-rated Leon County, which was purported to be sixty-one percent by this

same time.

On January 6, 2021, the Manatee County Board of County Commissioners

(BOCC) unanimously approved the motion to authorize the implementation ofa

county-wide vaccine stand-by registrant pool. Commissioner Vanessa BAUGH

was present for this vote and did so in the affirmative at the 2:01:57 markof the

corresponding video record.
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‘Throughout the vaccination initiative, Governor DESANTIS’ office closely

monitored the day to day vaccination rates. When a particular county had been

recognized as lagging in terms of vaccination rates of seniors, it became common

practice to target that area with additional vaccines over and above the normal

allotment. By February 9, 2021, approximately fifteen POD or “pop-up”

vaccination events had been conducted as a targeted approach to vaccine saturation

throughout the state. Upon identifying the need for a pop-up event in Manatee

County, Governor DESANTIS ordered that three thousand additional vaccines be

deployed to the arca. It was on this date that the Governor, along with his Chiefof

Staff, Adrian LUKIS, placed a telephone call to Patrick NEAL, owner of Neal

Communities and Manatee County resident. NEAL is a long-time friend and

supporter, and the Governor felt he would be best suited to organize the event

given NEAL's ties to Manatee County. During this conversation, NEAL expressed

that he did not feel he was the best person to accomplish this mission. He

suggested putting Governor DESANTIS in contact with the Chief Executive

Officer of Schroeder-Manatee Ranch (SMR), Rex JENSEN. SMR is the company

primarily responsible for the development of Lakewood Ranch, and it was

suggested that JENSEN would be in the best position to accomplish the task at

hand. At some point in his conversation with the Governor and LUKIS, NEAL
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added JENSEN to the call through the conferencing feature. JENSEN was updated

as to the need for the pop-up vaccination event as soon as possible, but he did not

consider himselfto be the optimal person for the job. However, JENSEN assured

the Governor the information would be passed on to someone within Manatee

County government in order to plan and execute the event.

Shortly after the conclusionofhis conversation with the Governor, JENSEN

placed a call to Commissioner Vanessa BAUGH. JENSEN would later state in an

interview that he was not a supporter of BAUGH, and the sole reason for

contacting her was due to the fact that she is the Chair of the BOCC. He felt that

due to the time sensitive nature of the vaccine initiative, calling the Chair directly

would be more efficient and serve to eliminate any red tape. After informing

BAUGH about the additional vaccines and the need for a pop-up event venue, it

was determined Premiere Sports Campus (PSC) would be a suitable setting.

According to JENSEN, after agreeing to organize the event, BAUGH asked him if

he would like to receive the vaccine, and JENSEN replied that he would. BAUGH

then asked JENSENif there was anyone clse that he desired to receive the vaccine,

and he suggested his father, Lawrence JENSEN. JENSEN explicitly stated he

offered BAUGH nothing of value in return for obtaining the vaccine forhimself or
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his father. The offer to receive the vaccine was not solicited on his part, but

merely offered by BAUGH.

Later in the afternoon on February 9, 2021, Commissioner BAUGH approached

the Manatee County Director of Public Safety, Jacob SAUR, while having lunch at

O'Bricks Irish Pub in Bradenton. BAUGH briefly informed SAUR she was

working with the Governor on a Covid vaccine pop-up event in Lakewood Ranch,

and she would discuss the details with him ata later time. On the afternoon of

Wednesday, February 10%, BAUGH met in person with SAUR and the prevailing

Manatee County Administrator Cheri CORYEA. It was during this meeting that

BAUGH ordered SAUR to limit the potential vaccine recipients to two zip codes

encompassing most of Lakewood Ranch, which were confirmed to be 34202 and

34211. Incidentally, the areas to which these zip codes are assigned are almost

exclusively within District Five, which is the district BAUGH happens to

represent. According to SAUR and CORYEA, they both voiced their objections

multiple times and insisted that the vaccine candidates for the PSC event be culled

from the existing Manatee County registrant pool. BAUGH is purported to have

rejected their protests and ultimately insisted upon restricting the registrant pool to

the two aforementioned zip codes. CORYEA asserted that, in reference to this

mandate, BAUGH insisted upon taking this course of action, because, “Thepeople
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in her district would love her.” While conveying her directive to SAUR and

CORYEA, BAUGH is alleged to have stated multiple times that she was acting at

the behest of Governor DESANTIS. In response, SAUR requested the name ofa

contact person within the Governor's Office, and BAUGH refused to provide the

requested information stating, “I'm the Chair. Is the Chair notgood enough?”

After the meeting, SAUR independently ventured to contact several ofhis state

agency counterparts in an attempt to obtain guidance relating to the method of

selection for vaccine recipients to be serviced at the PSC pop-up event. None of

the people with whom he spoke would provide any clarifying instructions. He was

simply told the State was providing the vaccines, and the localities would choose

the recipients as per Governor DESANTIS” executive order. Since he could obtain

no countervailing directive, SAUR was compelled to comply with BAUGH's order

rather than act in an insubordinate manner.

The PSC vaccination event was scheduled for February 17, 18, and 19, 2021.

During the week leading up to the event, BAUGH and SAUR collaborated with the

various governmental components vital to the successofsuch an event, namely

Information Technology (IT), the Bradenton Area Convention and Visitors Bureau,

Emergency Medical Services (EMS), and Manatee County 311. Tt was also during

this time that BAUGH created what would later become known as the “VIP List.”
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On Monday, February 15, 2021 at approximately 0038 hours, BAUGH sent an ¢-

mail to SAUR titled, “Names for list.” Tn the body of the message, under the

heading, “Names for vaccination requested,” were the following names: Rex

JENSEN, Lawrence JENSEN, Robert E. KEEHN, Marie E. KEEHN, and Vanessa

BAUGH. The message also included their home addresses, dates of birth, and

telephone numbers. SAUR then forwarded the list to Manatee County 311

supervisor Marcia BACON, who in turn sent the list electronically to her

subordinate, Andrea GOODMAN at approximately 0837 hours that same morning

GOODMAN then hand-delivered the list to the 311 Temp Supervisor, Dylan

BUOTTE. BUOTTE then personally called everyone on the list, including

BAUGH, and scheduled them to receive the vaccine at the start ofthe PSC event,

which was Wednesday, February 17, 2021 at 0830 hours. BUOTTE specifically

recalled speaking with BAUGH and scheduling her appointment.

With respect to the KEEHNS, in the weeks prior to the developmentof the PSC

vaccination event, the KEEHNS had contacted BAUGH, who was a former

neighbor and acquaintance, in order to express their displeasure with the existing

vaccine registration process. According to the statementsofall involved parties

and e-mails obtained through the courseofthis investigation, at no time did the

KEEHNS solicit BAUGH to receive the vaccine or be included on any list to
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receive the vaccine. They were not even aware of the existence of the list until

Robert KEEHN was contacted by a reporter after he had been vaccinated.

Additionally, as was the case with JENSEN, both Marie and Robert KEEHN

denied offering anything of value to BAUGH in return for the opportunity to be

vaccinated.

On February 16, 2021, on day before the PSC vaccination event was scheduled to

take place, the Manatee County BOCC convened a regularly scheduled work

session. During this meeting, several of the other commissioners revealed they had

been made aware of the event during the preceding few days, and they expressed

their discontent that they had not been previously notified by BAUGH. Video of

this meeting captured a few relevant instances of BAUGH discussing the PSC

vaccination event with the other commissioners. At the 4:20:29 mark of the

corresponding video, Commissioner BELLAMY asked BAUGH, “TheGovernor

identified those two zip codes? Is that whatyou're saying?” BAUGH replied, “He

called Rex JENSENof Lakewood Ranch and wanted to do apop-up clinic in

Lakewood Ranch. That is what Rex JENSEN told me.” A few minutes later at the

4:26:28 mark, BELLAMY questioned BAUGH by asking, “This went through

Public Safety and the County Administrator, or is this just something that you and

Rex JENSEN done [sic]? I'mjust curious.” BAUGH replied with, “No, Jake
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SAUR knew about it. He talked to the Florida Emergency Services.” BELLAMY

interjected with, “And not the County Administrator?” BAUGH replied, “Uh, no, I

don’t, well, I can’t answer that questionfor Jake. Idon’t knowifhe did or not.”

‘This statement is in direct conflict with SAUR and CORYEA's depictionsofthe

meeting with BAUGH that took place on February 10, 2021.

BAUGH also stated during this meeting at the 4:52:30 mark that, in reference to

the PSC event, “I've not spoken to the Governor directly about this.” Atno point

during this meeting did BAUGH state the choice to restrict the vaccine registrant

pool for the PSC event to the zip codes of 34202 and 34211 was the contrivance of

anyone but herself. On the same day, the Bradenton Herald newspaper released an

article entitled, “More COVID vaccine coming to Manatee. Only residentsofthese

two zip codes can get it.” The article synopsized some of the circumstances

surrounding the PSC vaccination event, and it quoted BAUGH as saying, “I chose

those two zip codes, because it is notjust Lakewood Ranch, but it's part of Myakka

City, Braden River, and Rosedale.” It should be noted that at no time during this

day’s BOCC meeting was the “VIP List” mentioned or discussed.

On the afternoonof Tuesday, February 17, 2021, the Bradenton Herald released a

follow-up article titled, “Manatee commissioner BAUGH made VIP lstfor
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COVID-19 vaccines. Sheput herselfon it» On February 18, 2021, another BOCC

work session was convened. The meeting commenced with Commissioner

BAUGH engaging in a monologue which served as an apology to the people

whose personal information had been released as a result of the “VIP List" and as

an admonishment to the media and her fellow commissioners for injecting politics

into the vaccination process. However, at the 26:12 mark, BAUGH stated,

“Everybody wanted to say, oh my gosh, you know, you saidyou picked out the zip

codes. 1 takeful responsibilityfor it ll. I'm not trying to blame anybody else.

Nobody else is to blame.”

On Friday, May 1, 2021, Commissioner BAUGH participated in a non-custodial

interview at a location of her choosing and with her attorney present via electronic

conferencing. BAUGH agreed the JENSEN and the KEEHNs had not solicited

her to receive the vaccine, nor did anyofthem offer her anythingof value in return

for being placed on the list to receive the vaccine. BAUGH claimed the reason she

created the list of names, including her own, which would later become the target

of much derision by the media and her peers, was because during the weekend

leading up to the PSC event, she had asked SAUR to send her the listofregistrants

which had been extracted from the county-wide pool based upon the two zip codes

in question. She then inspected the spreadsheet containing a list of approximately
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7,300 names on her cell phone, but she noticed her own name, along with the

KEEHNs and the JENSEN were absent from the spreadsheet. According to

BAUGH, based upon this omission, she created what would later be coined as the

“VIP List.” Additionally, BAUGH stated her intention was to have these names be

entered into the registrant pool and not necessarily for those peaple to bypass the

selection process. It should be noted that upon my inspection of this same

spreadsheet as provided by BAUGH, her name and bothof the KEEHN's names

were all, in fact, included. Neither Rex JENSEN nor Lawrence JENSEN were

documented in the spreadshect, however, neitherof them reside within either the

34202 or the 34211 zip codes and therefore should not have been included in the

spreadsheet per the parameters previously set by BAUGH.

During her interview, BAUGH made the pronouncement that noneofthe people

she had worked with to organize the PSC event expressed any reluctance in regard

to limiting the vaccine registrant pool to two zip codes. As previously noted, this

assertion was in direct opposition to SAUR and CORYEA’s statements in which

they both declared to have cautioned BAUGH multiple times against taking that

courseofaction. During the February 16, 2021 BOCC work session, at

approximately 4:27:18 of the corresponding video record, Commissioner

BELLAMY asked CORYEA to clarify Commissioner BAUGHs statement during
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which she had alleged to have had no knowledge of CORYEA being consulted

regarding the use of only two zip codes for the PSC event. The following

exchange occurred:

BELLAMY: “Madam Administrator, do you have any information on any of

this that you can share?”

CORYEA: “Well, the only information I can share is that, I know that last

week Commissioner BAUGH had asked about thefacility, the Premiere Sports,

andI reached out to Elliot FALCIONE to seeif thefacility was available. At some

point, I can't remember exactly when, I did suggest...

BAUGH: “Thursday.”

CORYEA: “Excuse me?”

BAUGH: “Thursday, that's when it all came about.”

CORYEA: “I did suggest we use the random, random pool, use thepool in

the same nature in which we had been, randomly.”
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This open exchange serves to fortify CORYEA and SAUR’s assertions that they

had previously attempted to dissuade BAUGH from taking the course of action

that would restrict the vaccine recipients for the PSC event to the residentsof two

zip codes.

During her interview, when BAUGH was asked if she had received any guidance

from state agencies concerning how the vaccines should be distributed, she stated

zip codes were never discussed. Additionally, she purported to have been led to

believe the vaccination event should be held in Lakewood Ranch for residents of

Lakewood Ranch. She maintained that Governor DESANTIS expressly intended

the PSC event to target Lakewood Ranch due to the low vaccination rate at that

time. However, the e-mails BAUGH provided to verify this claim made no

mentionofthis dictate, and no such statements from the Governor could be found.

The Governor's ChiefofStaff, Adrian LUKIS, stated it was the entirety of

Manatee County that was being targeted and not Lakewood Ranch, and he

provided data to support this assertion. The Florida Departmentof Health’s Chief

of Staff at the time of the PSC event, Courtney COPPOLA, directly contradicted

BAUGH claims that the event was meant to specifically target the residents of

Lakewood Ranch. COPPOLA, who has since been promoted to Governor
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DESANTIS® DeputyChief of Staff, also maintained that she never discussed with

BAUGH restricting the vaccine registrant pool for the PSC event to either residents

of any particular zip codes or to any particular community, namely Lakewood

Ranch. COPPOLA also verified LUKIS’ claim that Manatee County as a whole

was selected to receive a pop-up vaccination event solely due to the low percentage

ofvaccinated seniors in the county at that time.

In his complaint which led to the initiation of this investigation, Michael

BARFIELD cited three separate Florida State Statutes which he posited BAUGH

could have violated during the events leading up to the PSC vaccination event:

112313(6), 838.022, and 839.26. In regard to these individual statutes, evidence

obtained during the courseofthis investigation revealed the following:

1. Asper F.S.S. 112.313(6), MisuseofPublic Position: No public officer,

employee ofan agency, or local government attorney shall corruptly use or

attempt to use his or her official position or anyproperty or resource which

may be within his or her trust, orperform his or her official duties, to secure

a special privilege, benefit, or exemptionfor himself, herself, or others. This

section shall not be construed to conflict with s. 104.31.
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Violationofthis statute is not a criminal violation, and therefore not enforceable

under the scopeofthis investigation nor the purviewofthe Manatee County

Sheriff's Office.

2. As per F.S.5. 838.022, Official Misconduct:

(1) It is unlawfulfor a public servant orpublic contractor, to knowingly

and intentionally obtain a benefitfor anyperson or to cause unlavful harm

to another, by:

(a) Falsifying, or causing anotherperson to falsify, any official record or

official document;

(b) Concealing, covering up, destroying, mutilating, or altering any official

record or official document, except as authorized by law or contract, or

causing anotherperson to perform such an act; or

(c) Obstructing, delaying, orpreventing the communication of information

relating to the commission ofafelony that directly involves or affects the

government entity served by thepublic servant orpublic contractor.

(2) For the purposes ofthis section:

(a) The term “public servant” does not include a candidate who does not

otherwise qualify as a public servant.

(b) An official record or official document includes onlypublic records.
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(3) Anyperson who violates this section commits afelonyof the third

degree, punishable asprovided in's. 775.082, 5. 775.083, ors. 775.084.

Although evidence obtained during the course of this investigation clearly

indicates Commissioner BAUGH, a public servant, knowingly and intentionally

attempted to obtain a benefit forherselfand others, there is no evidence to suggest

she falsified or caused any other person to falsify any official records or

documents. Additionally, while it appears she did not readily make it known to her

fellow commissioners, there is no evidence to suggest that, in regard to the PSC

vaccination event, BAUGH concealed, covered up, destroyed, mutilated, or altered

any official records or documents. By having HOTALING and ARRIAGA

essentially create a new registrant pool based off of the existing county-wide pool,

BAUGH did not alter the original pool. Finally, no underlying felony exists to

substantiate the indictment of Official Misconduct. Rex JENSEN, Marie KEEHN,

Robert KEEHN, and BAUGH herself all purported to have neither given nor

received anything of value in return for being placed on the “VIP List” to receive

the vaccine, and nothing of evidentiary value has been discovered to suggest

otherwise.

3. As per F.S.S. 839.26, Misuse ofConfidential Information:
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ny public servant who, in contemplationof official action by herselfor

himselfor by a governmental unit with which the public servant is

associated, or in reliance on information to which she or he has access in

her or his official capacity and which has not been madepublic, commits

any of thefollowing acts:

(1) Acquisition ofapecuniary interest in anyproperty, transaction, or.

enterprise or gaining of anypecuniary or other benefit which may be

affected by such information or official action;

(2) Speculation or wagering on the basisof such information or action; or

(3) Aiding another to do any of theforegoing,

shall be guilty of a misdemeanorof the first degree, punishable asprovided

ins. 775.082 or 5. 775.083.

This investigation has uncovered no evidence demonstrative ofBAUGH receiving

any tangible benefit, pecuniary or otherwise, for either restricting the registrant

pool for the PSC vaccination event to the two zip codes within her district or for

the creationof the “VIP List.” She did credibly authenticate that she had

ultimately received the vaccine herself through the existing county-wide pool and

not by means of said list. One might surmise that BAUGH was attempting to curry

political favor with Rex JENSEN by placing him and his father on the list, or with
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Govemor DESANTIS as indicated by someofher e-mails constructed prior to the

event. One might also surmise that BAUGH was endeavoring to curry political

favor with her constituents as illustrated by her alleged statement inferring they

would “love her” in return for facilitating the creation of the new, limited vaccine

registrant pool. However, while the practice of taking a courseofaction in return

for favorable political consideration may present certain ethical issues, it does not,

under these circumstances, warrant criminal indictment. Throughout this

investigation, several additional criminal statutes were consideredfor their

potential applicability to BAUGH’s involvement with the PSC vaccination event,

but none were determined to be germane to this fact pattern. Barring new evidence

coming to light in the future, there is no probable cause to charge Manatee County

Commissioner Vanessa BAUGH with a criminal offense at this time. Since

statutory ethics violations do not fall within the purviewofthe Manatee County

Sheriff's Office, this investigative report will be promptly forwarded to the Florida

Commission on Ethics per their request.
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